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fiBSTRftCT

The International Maritime Organization,

IMO,

is the

specialized agency of the United Nations for the marine
mode of transport.

IMO has a wide range of activities

concerning the safety of life at sea,

among them is the

transport of dangerous goods in packaged form.
organization has issued regulations,

The

recomrnendat ions and

codes of safe practices in order to ensure the safety of
life at sea and protection of the marine environment.

These rules are divided into technical requirements and
statutes.

IMO has recognized that maritime training and

education is the backbone for improving safety.

fis a result of this,

finnex-S of Resolution fi.537(13)

adopted on November 17,

1983

was

(Recommendation on Training of

Officers and Ratings Responsible for Cargo Handling on Ships
Carrying Dangerous Goods and Hazardous Substances in
Packaged Form).

The introduction of Resolution 0.537(13)

is

a positive step to reduce the risks and to increase the
safety in the transport of dangerous goods.

The senior pev'sonnel

involved in the transport of dangerous

goods in packaged form are the decision-makers and they are
responsible for the performance of their employee.

It is

necessary that the interface between the various sectors of
the industry should be clearly defined so that all senior
personnel will understand the duties and the
responsibilities of the other sectors.
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Additional training and education will
ability and increase their knowledge.

improve their
The objecitve of this

thesis was to make proposal for a standard course for senior
personnel involved in the transpov't of dangerous goods by
the marine mode;

My thesis commences with chapter I,

and starts from section

i which gives the historical background of the transport of
dangerous goods while in section 2 and 3 I have emphasised
upon the tremendous effort done by the UN and IMO when
establishing the v'egulations and codes of safe pracitces.
The objective of these thv’ee sections is to make the reader
aware of the regulatory and technical aspects which
personnel

involved in the transport should understand.

Section 4 and 5 deals with the irnplementat ion of such
regulations in ports and shipping companies by describing
the? management systems and the technical aspects which
should be observed by senior personnel as well as others,
this Y'eflects again the need of skilled senior' personnel.

Section &,

Casualities,

descr'ibes some major casualities

extracted from "Focus on IMO".

The purpose*of this section

is to clarify that even with all existing regulations,
recornmendat ions and codes of safe practices,

accidents can

occur - and they do.

The conclusion of the introductory chapter I will be
recognition of the necessity of improving the maritime
training and education for all levels of pev'sonnel,
particular senior personnel.

in

Chapter II contains a proposal

of a course for senior personnel.

The course has been

divided into five parts:
Part

I

Table of contents of the main subjects

Part II

Course syllabus and timetable

Part

Course descript ion

III

Part IV

Methods of evaluating the course and
assessment of the knowledge gained by the
participants

Part V

General guideline for lecturers,

references

and visual aids
The course d uration is two weeks,

total hours 80,

lesson

duration 45 minutes and the number of lessons is 8 per day.

Finally,

I wish to inform the reader that

I have gone

through many courses established in different countries on
the carriage of dangerous goods in packaged form such as:
1

Leith Nautical College (open learning unit
for hazardous cargo handling)

£

The College of Maritime Studies Warsash

3

Rotterdam Pov't Transport College

4

Model Course developed under IMO Norwegian programme

5

World Mav'itirne University Course in Packaged
Dangerous Course by Capt.

Hubert Wardelrnann

and Capt. Karsten Brunings - Sweden
6

World Maritime Dalian Branch "Seminar on the
handling and transport of dangerous goods
1985" - China

7

The international symposium on the transport
of dangerous goods by sea and in waterways Rotterdam symposium April 1987; and

other courses from different countries

I have realised that the courses enurnareted above are
mainly established for either shipping companies or port
personnel.

None of them are designed for senior personnel

in particular.

This fact gave me another motive for

designing such a course.

In the selection of the course contents,
the requirements of Resolution 0.537(13),

I have considered
Onnex 2,

as well a<5

the syllabuses of the other courses mentioned above and the
syllabus required for senior personnel of the industry
involved in the dangerous goods.
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CHPlPTE^. 1

1 THE HISTORY OF DANGEROUS GOODS TRANSPORT

The transport of dangev'ous goods is a matter almost as
old as mankind.
of all kinds,

Since the first canoe was launched goods

including dangerous goods although the

operator may not have been aware of it,

have been carried

on the water.

Less than one hundred years ago,

although dangerous goods

were already transported by sea,

no special regulations

were considered necessary.

The first regulation was

established by the British in the British Merchant Shipping
flct of 1894,

Article 301 under the heading "Dangerous goods

and carriage of cattle".

The Article read that

"an immi

grant ship shall not proceed to sea if she carries an
explosive ov" any vitriol,

lucifer matches,

guano or green

hides or any articles which by reason of the nature,
quantity or mode of stowage is 'likely to endanger the
health or the lifes of the passengev's or the safety of the
ship".

As a result of this article,

the Brithish shipping act was

considered in the first Convention for Safety of Life at
Sea

(SOLAS 1914).

In this convention

goods which by "reason of nature,

the carriage of

quantity or mode of

stowage" were likely to endanger the lives of the
passengers or the safety of the ship" was•forbidden.

Each

contracting pav'ty would have been obliged to determine
from time to time which goods should be considered as. being
dangerous and to indicate precautions which should be taken

in the safe packing and stowage.
However,

the decision as to which goods should be

considered to be dangerous was left to the contracting
parties.

Although SOLAS 191A never entered into force,

the principle

of relying on the adrninistrat ion to decide on the
definition and treatment of dangerous goods was established
and this resulted in the development of many diversified
regulations and practices.

The same attitude was maintained in SOLAS 1929,

Article 24,

where dangerous goods are mentioned together with life
saving appliances and where it was still

left to the

Administration to decide on the definition and treatment of
dangerous goods.

By 1948 the carriage of dangerous goods had grown.
result of this,

in SOLAS 1948 a new chapter,

As a

chapter VI,

dealing specifically with "the carriage of grain and
dangerous goods" was added.
Conference,

However,

during the 1948 SOLAS

it was recognised that the requirements of the

Convention were inadequate.

They adopted recommendation 22

to stress the importance of international uniformity in the
safety precautions for the transport of dangerous.goods by

In addition to that,

the conference established that goods

should be considered dangerous on the basis of their
properties and classifications.
be developed,

A labelling system should

using distinctive symbols indicating the kind

of danger for each class.

It was also stated in recommen—

6

dat ion £S that further studies should be undertaken in
order to develop international v'egulations on the subject.

g THE ROLE OF THE UNITED NOTIONS

The United Nations Economic and Social Council

(ECOSOC)

established the Committee of Experts on the Transport of
Dangerous Goods.

In 1956 this Committee completed a report

of' minimum requirements for the transport of dangerous
goods by all modes of transport.

£.1 ft VIEW ON THE 1956 REPORT OF THE UN COMMITTEE OF
EXPERTS ON THE TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS

The Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous
Goods was appointed in accordance with resolution 4686(XI)
adopted on Apv'il
Council.

15,

1953,

by the Economic and Social

The Secretary-General appointed a Committee of

nine qualified Expev'ts from countries having interest

in

the international transport of dangerous goods.

£.£ THE TASK OF THE COMMITTEE OF' EXPERTS

To prepare a report on certain aspects of the transport of
dangerous goods that are susceptible to uniform regulations
for all modes of transport on a world—wide scale with
respect to:
£.£.1 Classification •
£.£.£ Listing
£.£.3 Labelling
£.£.4 Shipping papers
The final recommendations which the Committee recommended
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can be summarised as follows;
1 Classification
In order to introduce a classification system which should
be universally applicable to all modes of transport,

the

Committee was confronted with a variety of classifications
included in regulations,
wide application,

some international and of world

some of regional application only.

The Committee attached very great weight on this situation.
The classification of dangerous goods on the basis of the
charcter of risk involved,

which it recommended,

was drawn

up to meet technical conditions with the minimum of inter
ference of existing regulations.

The system of classification recommended by the Committee

Cl ass 1

Explosives

Cl ass C.
Cl ass 3a

Compressed gases

Cl ass 3 b

Inflammable liquids

Cl ass 3c

Inflammable solids

Cl ass 3d

Substances which in contact with water emit

Substances liable to spontaneous combustion

flammable gases
Cl ass 4

□xydicing substances

Cl ass cr.
Oc\..
Cl ass 5b

Toxic substances

Cl ass 6

Radioactive substances

Cl ass 7

Corrosives

Cl ass 8

Miseellaneous

Infectious substances

This classification was very close to some other
classification systems applied in some other regulations
(see Annex I).
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a, g; .5 Listing of the principal dangerous 4oods rnovii-iq in,
commerce and assi pnernent nf gac?h to its proper group in cl..j3H
class!ficat ion
0 The Committe of Experts has drawn up a list of dangerous
goods applicable to all modes of transport.

It also

assigned each of these' goods to its proper class and it
indicated a class corresponding to any subsidary v'isk.
B The dangerous goods were listed according to the English
alphabet.

The list is in no way exhaustive.

It only shows

most of the principal dangerous goods commonly carried.
It

is interesting to note that

it was very similar to the

list of dangerous goods passing the Suec Canal.
recommended that the list be kept up-to-date.

It was

New

dangerous products are constantly being put on the
market.
is,

Opinions could differ as to which the main risk

consequently as to which class they should be placed.

In the absence of any agreed criteria,
some controling body,

or arbitration by

new goods giving such doubts,

should not be classified in the UN Recommendation.
C The Committee agreed that a system of numbering for
dangerous goods would be extremely useful.

To the

question whether the goods in the list recommended by the
Committee should be numtaev'ed,

it was thought that the

list was not sufficiently comprehensive to serve as the
basis for a system of numbering.
considered.

Various systems were

Under one system the goods would be numbered

within their classes; under another system the numbering
would simply follow the alphabet.
S.a.3 Marks or labels for each qrouping of classification
The Committee agY'eed to use labels which,

by their natUY'e,

made it easier to distinguish the goods and which provide
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useful guidelines for handling and stowing operations.

The

classes of the proposed labels have been chosen so as to
(distinguish those which on land must be kept apart from
each other.

The Committee recommended that system which is

already widely used in many countries.

The labels were chosen which by their general appearance
(symbol,

colour and shape)

av'e easily recognized from a

distance as indicating -dangerous goods.
combined to five,

The symbols are

each corresponding to a main risk,

name1y:
- a bomb,
- a flame,

for the risk of explosion
for the v'isk of fire

- a skull and crossbones,

for the risk connected with

radioactive subst ances
- acid spilling from a carboy attacking metal,

for the

risk of corrosion
In adopting these five symbols the Committee was guided by
the work accomplished by the Committee of Experts of the
CIM and of the International Labour Organisation (ILD).

The label for class 3d
watej' emit

(substances which in contact with

inflammable gases) shows a flame which might

lead to the use of water to fight any fire breaking out in
the goods.

The Committee solved the problem by pv'oviding

the umbrella label as well as of the flame label to avoid
the use of water in case of fire.

g.g.4 Dangerous goods shippinn pacers
When dangerous goods are shipped,

in addition to the

required shipping papers for ordinary goods,

the user must

certify either on the shipping paper or in a separate
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declaration,

that he has put up his goods for shipping in

accordance with the oper'ative regulcitions bearing in mind
that the shipper,
of the goods.

better than anyone else,

knows the nature

The Committee has prespared a sample-

declaration form

(see Annex II).

The main points which the Committee proposed:
A The Committee recommended that agreements are made for
keeping the dangeY'ous goods list up to date.
B The Committee recommended that for dangerous goods an
international system of numbering is laid down at a later
st age.
C The Committee recommended that a standard regulation
concerning

(a)

mixed packing,

packaging and packing

(b>

restrictions on

weight and quantity limitations in packing

should bf? established in accordance with a comparison of
the different systems;
-- United Kingdom system fov' seaborne transport
- Int£?rstate Comme:rce Commission USA
- Annex I to CIM
- The agreement of Jai'iuary 1354 concerning the inter
national transport of goods by rail

However,

little was done concerning the marine mode in

response to recommendation 23 ,

also due to the fact that

SOLAS 1948 did not enter into force until

1958.

2.3 The revision of the 1948 SOLAS Convention

In 1959 the IMO (the then IMCD) Assembly met for the first
time and one of its first actions was to arrange for a new
conference to revise the 1948 SOLAS Convention.

This
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1

cori'feyei'ice took place iri Beriova in 19S0.

Chapter VII of

the revised convention which entered into force on May idC,
1965,

deals exclusively with the carriage of dangerous goods.

With a few exceptions,

BDLRB 1960 applied to all ships of

500 Gross Tons or more engaged on internetional voyages.

Rnother conference held in 1974 which v'evised the
Convention of 1960.

The result of this conference was the

1974 BDLRB Convention wich entered into force on May £5,

1980.

In 1981 amendments to SOLRS 1974 were adopted by the
Maritime Bafety Committee which entered into force in
September,

1934.

In 1983 another amendments to SOLRS 1974

were adopted by resolution MBC.6 which entered into force on
July 1,

1986.

3 THE ROLE OF THE IMTERNRTIQMRL. MARITIME ORGRNIZRTIQN__ (I.M^L
IN ESTRBLISHING RND DEVELOPING THE IMPS CODE

3. 1
IMO

(since May £S,

198S) came into being,

Its first Rssembly met

in 1959.

members of the organization.
(specialized Rgencies)

as IMCO,

in 1958.

131 states have become

Some £7 organizations

in the United Nations System,

31

i nt er'"'government a 1 organi zat i ons with which IMO coricluded
agreements or arrangements of co—operation,

and 4o non~

governmental or intcsrnat ional organi zat ions to which a
consultative status has been granted,

send representatives

or observers to meetings of IMO bodies.

During the past two

decades IMO has become a recognized forum of the maritime
community for all matters affecting safety of shipping.
The carriage of dangerous goods by sea is one of the
responsibilities of IMO.

1£

The IMO Maritime Safety Committee at

its third session in

Novernbev' 19&0 considered procedures for dealing with 19&0
SOLOS Conference Resolution 56 which recommended that
governments should adopt a uniform international code in
addition to SOLOS chapter VII which provided necessav'y
legal basis for international standards.

Such a code should

cover inter alia packing and container traffic and stowage
with particular reference to the segregation of
incompatible substances.

In May 1961 a Working Group on the Carriage of Dangerous
Goods was established.

The Working Group consisted of

considerably experienced expiev'ts from different countries.
Close co-operation was estblished with the UN Committee of
Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods which had
prepared the 1956 report.

The report established minimum

requirement'-: for the-? transport of dangerous goods by all
mode?s-

After the Wov'king Group had met ten times,

the draft

code' became knowri as the I nt ev'nat i ona 1 Maritime Dangerous
Goods

(IMD6)

Code.

After approval by the Maritime Safety

Committee? it was adopted by the IMG Assembly in 1965 undcY'Assembly resolution A.SI(TV).

3. £ The Maritime Safety Committe and the Sub-committee on
the Carriage of Dangerous Goods

The MaY'itime Safety Committee is alone responsible for
safety matters in IMG.

Of this Committee the Sub-committee

of the Carriage of Dangerous Goods is Y'esponsible for all
matter's concerning dangerous goods.

The Sub-Committee meets

once ov’ twice a year and one of the main objective is to
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keep the IMDG Code up to date.

The MaT'itime BaTety Cornrnittee is f'esponsi ble ■fov"' the
amendments that do not affevot the pv'incipals of the Code.
Often the amendments have been adopted,

it takes

approximately a year’ to prepare them for publication.

This

results in the replacement of 400-500 pages in the Code.
The amendments to the IMDG Code should be implemented
within six months after their publication in english.

The latest edition of the IMDG Code is the edition of 198S.
It

includes all amendments up to Ornendment Mo 2£'-8£.

The

Maritime Safety Committee decided to publish that new edition
because the edition of 1981 only contained amendments up to
No 18-79 while amendments No 19-80,
84 and ££—86 were combined.

S0-S2,

£1-83,

£1-84,

££--

There is a discussion whether

to introduce a new IMDG Code that ivould result in the
change of the layout of the Code.

vi The_latest developments within the ornanizat ion concerniv:
the General
1

Introduction to the IMDG Code

It is the intention of IMO to replace throughout the IMDG

Code as many references as possible to competent
author'ity approvals by straight forward recommendat ions,
standards,

provisions or requirements.

Governments are

invited to make proposals to such replacements.

This will be? a continuous task for years to come.

To give

the IMDG Code the desired status vis-A-vis revised Chaptev'
VII of the 1974 SOLAS Convention,

as amended,

of MARPOL 73/78 and revised Protocol
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and Annex III

I thereto,

it

is

important that the references to competent authority
approvals be replaced by internationally acceptable standards.

£ Another important undertaking by I MO was the v'evision of
the stowage and segregation requirements of the IMDG Code
(section 15 of the General
also sections 1£,

13,

Introduction)

17 and

which involved

19 of the General

Introduction.

3 The discussion on this subject was originally initiated in
the Joint RID/RDR Meetings in Berne and Geneva
(Switzerland)

in their efforts to develop Special

Appendices to RID and possibly ADR for the Carriage of
Dangerous Goods on Short Sea Voyages.

4 With Amendment No £3-86 to the IMDG Code,
into force on April 6,

1987,

which entered

a new section £3 on marine

pollutants was added to the General

Introduction to the

IMDG Code.

5 With Amendment No £5-88,
July 1,

1990,

which will enter into force on

a new section £4 on the transport of solid

bulk materials possessing chemical hazards and a new
section £5 on the transport of solid dangerous goods in
bulk pack.agings will be included in the General
Introduction to the IMDG Code.

4 DANGEROUS GOODS IN PORT AREAS

A port where dangerous goods are handled is likely to be
the place where two distinct transport modes meet,
land.

Their respective standards,

15

aims,

sea and

terminology and

requirements cDncerning safety could result
interests which can lead to accidents.

in different

Rccidents usually

occuv' due to human error ov' negligence sc safety i<nowledge
in a port should be considered with the conception that any
expected accident may be contained.

On the other hand,

port

operations should follow strict requirements to fulfil the
nature of both modes,

sea and land modes.

Since every port is an uniqe pv'oduct due to historical and
geographical circumstances,

each port must be designed indi

vidually taking into account physical siting,
regulations,

workforce quality and discipline.

local
This is

according to IMO Rssernbly v'esolution fi.SeSCVII) adopted on
November' £0,

1983 which recognises the need to provide a

standard fr^srne within which a port authority formulates
theiv' own port—regu 1 at ions concerning dangerous goods
according to the nature of the pov't and the volume of
dangerous goods handled.

The port authority must bear in mind that their' port
r'egulations have to fulfil IMO Assembly r'esolutions
A. 81 (IV),

A. 120(V)

and A. £30 (VII)

accor'ding to the IMDG

Code in or'der' to obtain homogeneity.

In or'der' to give examples of the differ'ences in systems and
r'egulations in por'ts,

I have chosen to descr'ibe the systems

of contr'olling danger'ous goods in the two Eur'opean por'ts of
Harnbur'g and Rottedam.
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4.1.The port of Hamburg

In the port of Hamburg the waterways police is the only
authority competent for all matters concev'ning the
transport of dangerous goods on seagoing ships and on
crafts on inland waterways.
or masters.

Pill staff are rnav'ine officers

In the port av'ea there are four police stations

for the control of dangerous goods.

All four stations are

linked together to a chief office called "Zentrale
Meldestelle fur gefiihrliche Outer".

Regalat ions:
The regulations are divided as follows;

International regulations:
(1)

Int ernationa1 v'egulat ion "INDG Code",

for

vesseIs.
(£)
<3)

RID carriage by rai 1

in the European area.
ADR carriage by road in the European area.

Nat i oria 1 rsg u 1 at i o ns:
National regulations are very similar to those of RID
and ADR.

4.1.1 Port regulations
The Hamburg pov't regulations av'e close to the IMO Recommen
dation on the Safe Transport,

Handling and Storage of

Dangerous Substances in Port Areas in addition to that
they are taking into consideration the nature of the port
itself.

General view on the most important port regulations:
— All dangerous goods have to be reported to the waterways
police S4 hours before they are brought into the port
area.
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- The dangerous goods should be packaged,

marked and

labelled as required by the IMDG Code.
- Handling of dangerous goods is allowed only under supei—
vision of a responsible person who has attended a
"Package of dangerous goods couv'se".
- Pt the gangway there must be a placard saying "Attention
dangerous goods on board".
- Quantity limitation for some highly dangerous goods as
for example explosives,
others.
loading,

organic peroxides,

some gases and

These limitations are different for storage,
discharging and transit.

- In case of any accident

involv'ing di^r!gc;rous goods the

waterways police must be informed.
- Smoking and use of fiv’c near dangerous goods on board or
or in the port

is forbidden.

The above mentioned regulations are just a short summary
of the regulations of the pov't of Hamburg in order to give
the reader an idea of what

is regulated and in what way

this is done.

4. l.£* The duties of the v-jaterwavs police
As mentioned before all d^^ngerous goods must be reported
to the watev'ways police.

In practice the? Chief Office must

receive a copy either of the dangerous goods declaration or
of the dangerous goods list with the following details:
- the kind and number of packages
- the correct technical name
- the class and UN number
- gv'oss weight; and
- name of ship and berth
This information is checked in the Chief Office as follows:
- if the package is too heavy
- if the kind of packaging is according to the IMDB Code

IS

if the quantify of the dangenoue goods loading on
disehanging is within the port regulation or quantity
1 in: it at ion
- if technical name and UM number belong together
— if the loading or discharging operation could be carried
out at the berth where the ship is moored; and
~ if any special permission is required
Rfter having checked,

the Chief Office will send the papers

to the police station of the area in which the ship is
moored.

If there are any v'ernarks these will be mentioned in

the papers.

^ 1 . Z Th e po’li ce ct cb f c*v. du +• •* r>c*.
y• ^ H ''•'!> v*' chcc!< v: i 11 take r- •» cc OT\ the spot by the police
ist at:on.
’he
r->
*
^
•<v
ill
be as fol 1 ows :
■ i k. i..
“■ the pa ekage 1
inispcct Cd
maged labels
—

■?" orage :n K.c c ont v-'f 1
-- the segregation of gr.ods cn board according to the IMDO
Code requ.ircmc''ts
“ the handling of dangc"ous goods during loading or
discharging

is contro11cd

1.». i!- ■.I mp 1 cment at i on O'f the eor''t res u 1 at i on
The measures ■^or the implcmentat ion of pc>rt regulations are
very much dependent upon the kind of rnista!<es found by the
police and the circumstances.

For instance,

possible to forbid a ship to leave the port
packages do not bear the labels required,

it is not
if only a few

but

it is

possible to retain a ship if dangerous goods that are
incompatible are loaded in one hatch.

The measures which

the waterways police generally follow can be summarized
as being:
- an order to put

labels on the packages

“ refusal of wrong or damaged packages
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- an onden to repack the goods; and
- an order to discharge a consignment or to load it

into

anothev' hold

4.g The port of Rotterdam
I have dealt with the port of Hamburg concerning the
control of darigerous goods operations in the harbour from
the regulating and systematic point of view.

I will now

deal with the port of Rotterdam where new studies are being
conducted to develop greater safety in the harbour during
dangerous goods operations.

Eny this I will clarify the

necessity of developing the pov't when the responsible
authority feels the need to change the system and regulati'sns in order to achieve more safety and control.

The authorities of the port of Rotterdam recognized the
need of rcnev-^al of the safety aspects due to the increase
in the total amount of hazardous materials transported via
the port and also because of the tendenc:y to build
resedential quarters close to the harbouY's.

A study-working group has been formed by the Central
Environmental Control Agency "Rijnmond" and the Rotterdam
Port Authority with the support of Bundesanstaet fuv'
Master ial prlifung in Berlin which carried out drop tests
with tank containers.

4. g, 1 Port v'eaulations
Before looking at the study itself it

is important to know

the regulatory aspect of the port of Rotterdam.

The rules

and regulations av'e as follows:
Transhipment of materials;
(a) Transhipment av'e partly regulated by the rules of the
Rotterdam Port Authority and partly by the nuisance

go

act.
(b)

Movements of ships:
- Mooning of ships tnansponting dangenous goods are
regulated by the rules of the Rotterdam Port Authority.
- Handling and storage of danger'ous goods on the piers
are regulated by the nuisance act.

(c)

During transhipment activities fr'om ship to pier:
- Both the rules of the Rotterdam Port Authority and of
the Central Environmental Control Agency,
fulfilled.

For that reason it

are to be

is necessary to have a

.joint team of the Rotterdam Port Authov'ity and of the
Central Enviv'onmental Control Agency in order to have
legislative tools in agreement with each other.

4.S.E Carno activities in the port:
The working group set up a plan in order to know and
identify the problem by using statistics clarifying cargo
activities in the pof't.

They fourid that during the period

of 197E to 190^: the transprrtcd weight
tons up to 42 million tons per year
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gre?t-; from 2S million

(see table I).

Table I

Total transh i prnent
(10*

in the port of Rotterdam 197o—

tons)
1983

1984

1973

1975

1980

16£. 1

138. 6

118. 7

75. £

78. £

products

38. 6

33. 9

35. 3

35. 1

31.8

coal,ores,

35. 3

43. 8

53. 4

41.1

5£. 8

0“7f O
k.-

07
l t,

O
u..

38. 4

39. 8

4£. 1

07 7 (i V-W
7

£79. 3

£3£. 6

£43. 3

crude oil

grains

general cargo

TOTRL

£94. 6

They also found that there is a tendancy to use larger
transport units.

The general cargo handled by means of

containers was in 197£ £7"/- which in 1984 had grown to
59'/. (see table II).

££

Table II

Trans h i prnent

(10*

tons).

Year

Lash

(general cargo)

Ro/Ro

s'ia the po rt of Ro tterdam

Containers

Other

Total

197S

—

£. 441

5. 964

13.610

££.015

1973

-■

3. 751

9. 547

14.53£

£7. 930

1974

1. 156

4- 341

11.£99

1h.973

31.769

1975

1.701

£. 7£9

10.0£6

1£. 737

27. 193

1976

1.683

3. £10

11.990

13.741

30. 6£4

1977

1.863

3. 177

13.473

1£. 561

31.074

1978

2. 034

3. 649

16.643

13.493

35.819

1979

1.390

3. 881

17. 607

11.586

A&A

1930

1.559

3. 765

19.£47

11.7B£

36.355

1981

1.441

3. 843

£1. 11£

11.1££

37.518

198£

1.09£

4. 586

££.1££

10.67£

38. 478

1983

1. £17

4. 409

£3.405

10.88£

39.913

1984

1.607

4. 468

£5.993

10.064

4£.13£

•

£3

The statistics show th/^f Hum +• ■
_,Tow mat due to the ir.crease of transship
ment of dangerous goods via the port of Rotterdam a
review of the system and of the regulations is necessary.
Important to note is that most of the dangerous goods
operations are carried out

in the east part of the port

where the distance to the resedential quarters is very
short,

in some cases less than 50 metres.

This short

distance could be a vital reason of a catastrophe in case
sn accident occurs

1j:l^-S_.How was the study do?
- ThE „orkir,g gvcup started by studying stat-stids showing
the amount of IMDG Code movements in the port of
Rotterdam.

They found that 4300 movements tool< place

during a period of 3 weeks in 1980,
They determined that a ma jo'-- oar'*- of tho

•

x.

activities covered the loading and unloading of
Corrosives
liquids

(class 8),

(class 6.1)

flammable liquids

(class 3),

and of the liquified gases

to;<ic

(class 3)

- After that the working group analysed accidents that had
occured in the port,

they found that most of the

accidents happened during transportation of dangerous
goods packed in drums,

cylinders and in tank containers.

-- Calculations were carried out using physical models for
the release of liquids through holes.

In this way they

calculated the evaporation and the dispersion in the
atmosphere.

They found that the vapour of flammable

products could result in explosions.

As a result of the study it was concluded that accidents
involving specific containment with dangerous goods may
lead to the risk of lives within the resedential
the neighbourhood of the port.

areas in

The result of the calculations is given in tabel

III which

indicates the distance travelled by different gases
according t-o the containing capacity.

Table III

Containment~ firnmoniaCh 1 orine

50 Itr

100 m

SOO m

150 M

130 II

300 "

1000 It

£SC II

1450 "

ce of lethal concent rati>nr. in metres.
11

’’D' '

Weat

wind 5 m/sec.

Plfter the genera! view of the study,

it

is important to

know the final regulations that arc formulated beloi'j
The V'c:

1atione apply t o
a r. d f 1 a m r.~ a b 1 c g a.

— Toxic flamma^ble liquids
Toxic liquids
— Tc'Kic ccirrC’Si ves-

Requlations:
After the working gv’oup had reached the above described
conclusion their recomimendat ion for the new regulations
were submitted to the Port Authority as follows;
— The transhipment of dangerous goods is forbidden within
the areas at a distance from 0 to 100 metres to the
nearest residential quarter.
— The transhipment of dangerous goods which cannot cause
risk beyond a distance of 100 metres is allowed for
areas at a distance between 100 to 300 metres from
residential quarters.

Ti-'arish i pm0rit of darigcrous goods that: cannot cause nisk
to life beyond 300 metres is allowed.
- There is no limitation of tv’ansh i pment of dangerous goods
at a location of more than 500 metres to the nearest
residential quarter.
- For transhipment in units containing 50 litres or less
there is no limitation.
These rules were accepted by the Public ftuthov'ity
Rijnrnond and by the Rotterdam Port Authority in igSS.

Cone?, us ion:
The idea of analysing the study of the port of Rotterdam
is to emphasise upon the scientific methods that should
be followed in order to improve the safety of the port
against hazards that can occur due to carelessness or
ignorance by the responsible authorities.

The importance of the training and qualification of the
management

in order to be able to achieve the safety

requirements in theiv' ports and to make the right
decisions is also emphasized.

The study proceduv'es can be summarized as follows:
- The problem was identified by using statistics concerning
the amount of dangerous goods.
- The most common dangerous goods classes activities in the
port was defined by using statistics.
- The physical and geographical positions of the piers was
defined.
- An analysis of the accidents occured in the port areas
was done bearing in mind safety,
circumstances of the port.

EG

economi and the special

5 DANGEROUS GOODS Mi^NfiGEivlENT MUHIN f) SHIPPING COMPANY

After the presentat ion of the operational systems in the
ports I will present operational systems in shipping
companies to see the implementation of the IMDG Code in
the different aspects that are covered by the Code.

In most of the large shipping companies there is a special
department responsible for fulfilling the requirements of
the IMDG Code and for ensuring the safety required for the
safe transport of dangerous goods.

I should like to stress the importance of using the most
advanced technology in order to facilitate the performance
of their job.

5. 1 The dannero'-ts noods department
The main objective of this department

is to implement the

IMDG Cede "equirements on board all ships owned by a
company involved in the transportation of packaged
dangerous goods.

The procedure of the system:
A

The dangerous goods Department receives booking request
fv'om shipper channeled through inland fr-eight office,
agent or partner line.

B

The Department will check that the booking is in
compliance with relevant regulations by checking the
following;
“ UN number
- Proper shipping name:
* correct technical name
* analogous to the IMDG Code
- Packing requirements

(according to the IMDG Code)
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” Stowage/Segregation requii-'emeritG:
* according to the IMDG Cods
* according to company or partners company rulcc
“ Emergency schedule number
Aid Guide table

(ErnS No)

and Medical First

(MFflG table)

- Port regulations <by law)
- C1assiFication for European inland road transportation
- Remarks;

if applicable

- Properties

- Observations pertaining to hasard/Y'isk.
- Protective clothing
- Measures to be taken in case pf loa!<age

C

- Firefighting
Rfter checking all points mentioned above and found to
be sat ic-f act ory,

the department produces a telex

containivig book.ing acceptance,

which, is to be sent to

the booking coerdinatov' with si.multancous information

D

to the port agent.
n summary of all dangerous goods booking already being
accepted will be prepared to give the up-to-date view
on danges'us goods to be loaded or discharged.

E

n summary per class distinguishing on deck or under
deck, stowage will be prepared in order not to violate
against the port limitations and to always have an upto date view of dangerous goods quantities by weight.

F

f! computer can print a telex tape and/or a plain text
with emergency measures to be taken in case of fire

B

spillage, etc.
The use of a computer in the checking procedure is very
important and it gives a quick answer to any question
concerning dangerous goods.

There is a program where all

IMDG Codes will be stored and by entering the UN number
or the technical name,
emergency procedure,

all

information required;

stowage,

segregation and packaging

regulations can be obtained.

Pinother adv'antage with the use of computer is that the
regulations of different ports can be stored,

which

means that any information v'squired concerning the
regulations and quantity limitations for any port can
be obtained.

The computer programme should alivays be kept

up-to-date.
5. £ Some critev'ia checked by the department
Is the relevant ship suitable for the relevant dangerous
goods consignement?

B

Are the limitations announced by authov'ities of tY'ansit
not exceeded?

C

Is it necessar’'y to obtain tr-'ansit permissions ft'orn any
way poY'ts?

D

Ry-'c cev't i f i cat DC that aY'e compulsoY'y in ceY'tain cases
available?

E

Rr't theY-e any oth£?Y' laws which must be adhered to

(atomic law,

enviY'onmental,

contY'ol law for' wav'-weapons,

etc) ?
5. 3 Rdvisor'v ser-vices of the depaY'trnent

P.

Giving advice to persons r'esponsi ble foY’ the packing of
a containeY' in OY'deY' to stuff only goods that aY'e
mutually compatible into containeY"S.

B

PY'cpaY'ing and sending a sumrnaY"y of dangcY'ous goods to
the tonnage centre in ordeY' to enable the tonnage centre
to plan stowage of containeY's to be loaded on the
Y’elevant ship (see Annex III).

C

Receiving a summary of dangerous goods containeY's from
the tonnage centY'e with inserted stowage location for
each containeY' in order to check proper segregation of
dangeY'ous goods in containev's to be loaded. For this
puY'pose a stowage plan must be pY'epaY'ed simultaneously
with the tonnage centY'e.
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D

Inspecting containers stuffed with dangerous goods pric.r
to loading on behalf of the ship’s master
(see Hnnex IV) .

E

Preparing a dangerous goods container inspection report.

5.4 Safety considerations of the department
Pi

Is the container dry and clean?

B

P)re all

C

Pire the loaded packages in good order?

D

fire the packages labelled with IMO dangerous goods

irrelevant dangerous goods placards removed?

labels?
E

Plre the goods packed tight
13 c*'

F

r? d rV n w '*

inside the container and

"b ^ ^ i ^^ ^

Pre different goods inside the container mutually
compatib1c?

G

Plre the containers marked and p Iacarded in accordance
with the rsgV, 1 at i one?

5.5 Decurnentat ion checki nn
The department

is responsible fo>' checking all documents

concerning dangc'-'ous gaods hy chec i n g t h c f^o 11 ov! i. yj n
Pi

dangerous goods list with, final stowage 1ocation,

P

container packing certificates and shippers dangerous
goods dcclarations,

C

and

doc!;rcceipt

5. G Cone 1 us i s^n
fiftev' my presentation of the system of controlling
dangerous goods in shipping co;mpanies I wish to emphasize
that the success of such a system is based upon highly
qualified personnel that will be able to fulfil the
requiv'ements of the system.

This fact reflects the need to

have training programmes for thc«se involved in the job.

Rs

mentioned above,

deck-

officers,

agents,

the job involves shore-staff,

masters,

shippers and port authorities.

In order to

have a succesfull fulfillment of the requirements,

all of

the above mentioned personnel should receive the necessary
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training according to their tac!< in the .job

(cce flow chart

Onnex V).

6 cpsunmiES

Casualities are often tragedies,
loss of lives,
However,

which in turn cause the

properties and damage to the environment.

they should be regarded as useful 1 experiences,

by

analysing the accident’s investigation report to define
the reasons why the accident occured.

It will provide the

reason of the accident and thereby prevent

The regv. lat ions,

its repetition.

recernmendat i one aind codes of safe practice

are the tools for prevent ion/m ini.mi aa.t ion of the occurancc of
accidents,

prsN'ided that they arc understood and

imp 1 cmented by the personne]
daaogcr’ou.s goods,

H-owc'/cr,

in'.'olved in the transport of

the results of analysis have shewn

that many accidents occu.r'c due to ncgliance 'or ignorance
o -P the

fln accidents analysis should alsO' indicate if it

is necessary

to issue rew rosulations or amend the existing ones.

Duv'ing the last hundred years many accidents have occured.
Dangerous goo'ds have been invo^lved in some? of the worst
disasters in the history of shipping.

■? 1

Ths following casual ititoo arc substractcd from
"Focus on IMO":

Halifax,

1917

Explosives av'c normally treated with great, care on board
ships but by the end of 1917,
height,

the fillies’

with the world war at

its

main concern was to get ammunition to

the front as quickly as possible,

fis a result of the 3 000

ton fv'eighter Mont Slanc was heavily ovev'loaded with more
th Cl y.' c.' 600 tons of explosives when she entered Halifax
harbour on her way from the United States to Europe.

Fo11owing a scrics of nav:gaticna1 errors which have never
been satisfactorily explained she
the

:nv:

o11ieded wit h anot h er

aug'-

Shortly afterwards the ship exploded in the biggest man
made explosion until the advent of the atomic bomb.
blast dc'/astated the centre of the port,
people were I'.illed,

The

fis mariy as 3 000

S 000 were injured and 6 000 homes were

completely destroyed.

Bombay.

19t-A

The freighter Jala Parimu was carrying 1 400 tons of
explosives when she entcv'cd Bombay harbour - but her cargo
also included a large quantity of cotton which had been
taken on board in Karachi.

Cotton sounds innocuous enough,

but as the IMDB Code pciints out,
spontaneous combustion,

"it

is liable to

especially when contaminated with

oil..." and several drums of oil had also been loaded on to
the ship and were separated from the cotton only by a
badly-fitting sheet of tarpaulin.

Fire broke out,

perhaps through a carelessly dropped

*70

cigarette,

but just as likely,

combustior.

The danger was rot

through sportareous
immediately realised there

having beer several similar fires in the port

in the

previous months and the fire-fighting response was slow to
materialize and poorly executed.

Thev'c were two explosions,

as a result of which 1 £50 people were killed and 15 ships
destroyed or damaged.

The Court of Inquiry decided that* steam should have been
used to fight the fire,
fighting as agent

but the use of steam as fire

is now frowned upon.

Pv'ocedos state that when substances,
cotton,

The Emergency
such as contaminated

catch fire the cov'rect action is ’Patten down:

ship’s fixed fire-fighting instal lat i-ons,
act 1 on as

Texas City.

jn declf."

use

Otherv\'ise adopt

(which is to "use water jets").

19^:7

With the ending of World War II,
ammonium nitrate,

demand fell off for

a. raw material far the p'-’oduction of

various explosis'cs,

however the substance is also widely

used as an agricultural fertilizer and in the immediate
post-war period vast quantities were chipped fr'om the
United States to Europe,

where it was urgently needed.

The freighten Brand camp v^as one of many ships used for this
purpose and in April

1947 was being Iciaded with ammonium

nitrate in the port of Texas City.

The lorigshorernen noticed

that a fire had started in one of the holds and asked for
water to put

it out.

The only supply available consisted of

two jugs of drinking water and a two-gallon fire
extinguisher.

Naturally enough,

this failed to quell the

blaze but the ship’s master refused to allow a hose to be
used on the grounds that the water might damage the cargo.
As a result the fire spread and by the time the fire

.•3; .7

depsrtmerit had been called it was tC’C late:

less than an

hoL'n laten the ship exploded with such 'Ponce that the two
light planes flying overhead were destroyed by the blast.
The explosion also blew the hatch covers off another ship,
the High Flyer,

which was moored 200 yards away and was

also carrying ammonium nitrate.

She caught fire and

subsequentely blew up.

ft total of'468 people were killed,

mostly as a result of

the first explosion.

The sv.bscquent inquiry exposed numerous def ici eneies.

The

cargo 'an board the ^njindCcumja was labelled ’fertiliser
compound’

-which had a lower freight rate than ammonium

nitrate and no danger labels were a,ttached.

fts a result,

the longeshoremcn were unaware of the danger and failed to
take the normal precautio-ns s-uch as banning smoking.

The f ire--f i ght ing methods 'used were also wrong,

ftttempts

were made to extinguish the fire with steam which probably
made things worse.

The IMO Emergency Procedures now advise

that a fire invclvirg ammonium -nitratcj should be fought
with large q'.iantities of water and that steam on inert gas
should not be used.

Brest,

ig^!?

ftmmonium nitrate was involved in another disaster barely
three months after the Texas City explosion.

This time the

ship involved was the Ocean Liberty which caught fire in
the harbour of Brest.

The authorities had learned enough from the ftrnerican
incident to get the ship out of the port as soon as
possible but fine-fighting methods failed just as
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dramatically,

figain steam was used and the firemen were net

equipped with breathing appav'atus.

Their attempts to remove

the hatch covers and pump water into the ship 'were marie t :
late and the ship exploded,

Bahrain.

killing SI people.

1957

Toe puff is a mixture of cotton or wool

impregnated with

cellulose and is used to make safety caps for shoes.
although the finished prouct might be safe,
be very dangerous in the raw state.
that the substance:

But

toe puffs can

The IMDG Code advises

’Ignites readily.

When involved in a

ircXily*' olor!-erf cc^nipciV'
these fumes may form an explosive mixture with air.’

That

is exactly ’wha.t happened cn board the freighter
iir s.ppy'C’t?.c.hoc* Pciw'“,v'c.f.yu

^iyc by'ckc? ou'b c^y;d "to

make matters worse the tc-e puffs were stowed beneath the
ship’s rnagasine.
with

tc?3,.'*.1 ^

fit tempts were made to smother the fire

yr"’

i1

Thr'

i

b"' c'w '-‘p>

k

^ 1 iy*p ^*7

people.

The eorreet proeedu're,

aeeording to the IMDG Code,

deluge the fiv'c with vs’ater.

is to

"^ho Code also advises that self

contained breathing appanatus and protective clothing
should be worn.

The Taeorna.

1970

The dangers of gases in the cargo tanks of oil tankers are
well known and considerable work has been done by IMO to
combat the problem.

But many flammable liquids give off

explosive gases and the danger is not confined to the ship
itself.

The Tacorna was a tank bange which regularly carried 4 000

toris of pryolysio gasoline along the Manchester Ship Canal.
In April

1970 she arrived at the Partington Co-aling Basin

to be unloaded.

fit this point the Ship Canal was crossed by a small ferry.
On the morning of 14 fipril the ferry operator noticed a
very strong smell which so alarmed him that he decided to
alert the authorities.

While he was away,

eight of his

prospective passengers decided to cross the canal by rowing
boat

On the way,
t

C^

gases iri the air' suddenly ign ited,

^

on the canal

setting f re
Soon the 1iq ui

some of the passengers.
itself caught fi re, sending f 1 arnes 50 feet

into the air.

The ferryman ha c* ’ y*i t (T f^

4- 4 r,*i

gone to

their assistance,

but he and five of the passer gev's died
the blare and the o-'ther three ■wer'c badly

"^he accident resulted from the aecidential discharge from
: CTK .-.•p gasoline iv'hieh poured across the
dec!', and through the seuppens into the riven. It was never
established exactly how the gas formed was ignited,

but the

inquiry proved that procedures during unloading had been
very lax.

In particular,

she ship’s scuppers should have

been plugged.

IMO’s Recommendatione on the Safe Transport.
Storage of Dangerous Goods in Port fireas.
observed,

Hardline and

if correctly

would avoid a recurrence of the Tacoma accident.

Los filfraaues.

1978

Liquefied gases have become a very important source of
energy during the last tv*jo decades and the accident record
of the ships which carry them has been extremely good.

ThC!"G has been no major incident at sea,

but there have

been enough on land to show just h’ow dangerous such
substances arc if not cor^'cctly handled^

In July 1978,

a road tanker transporting liquefied

Propylene sprang a leak as it passed a camp site at Los
Plfraques in Spain.

It was the peak of the summer tourist

season and the camp site was crowded.

The leak resulted in some of the liquefied gas escaping and
pouring rapidly across the camp site in a huge cloud,
immediately ignitcoi

•

^4- ^

"PY' c r.i r* c c* "P 1r h. c r:i 3 y c r:i p s "fc c'/ c ci

i *t 1"^

1 o n c CT

possibly as a result

of coming

which
intoi r:

c cr

at thr time.

^ -•

4-

t i ^ 1*"

4 v'" a fireba^t1 some 200 yc
r.'- sns c that more than 150 peciple in

a^

t C' death.

the camp site? were bur
•P/» f“>

w

i

^ ^

V*'

The devastati on spnead

*

Yet the lo"ry earnled only ^-{3 cubic metnes of 1 i gueficd
gas.
pi f~s v*\ ^

i pn Cc\?’‘''’*'y 135 000 cubic metres on

S

c? ^ a

.

ri’ov'G:

1^00

Three ps^ople wore killed and moire than Hl2 million worth of
damage was caused by a fire and series O'f explosions in
this Malaysian port.

The fire began in a warehouse and although fir^e engines
arrived within ten minutes of the alarm being given,

the

flames had taken such a firm grip on the building that the
firemen were unable to control the blase.

Their efforts

were hamper'ed by the fact that cargo in the warehouse was
piled right up to the roof: they could not,
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as a result,

get to the root of the fire.

0 series of explosions occurred about 1

l/£ hours later,

the third of which was so great that burning debris led to
fires starting elsewhere in the port - and at the same time
knocked out most of the fire engines.

It

is believed that

the explosion may have been caused by ernpy gas cylinders
which were heated in the fire to such an extent that they
finally blew up.

The fire raged for two days,

destroyed four warehouses

completely and severely damaged virtually every other
building in the port.

The reason of the section "Casual ities" is to give the
reader an idea of the tragedies of accidents whev'e
dangerous goods are involved and to emphasize the need
of improving the knowledge of personnel

involved in the

transport of dangerous goods.

Cone1 usion;
1 Although the UN and IMO have made tremendous efforts by
establishing the necessary regulations,

v'Bcornmendat ions and

codes of safe practice concerning the transport of dangerous
goods,

it

is clear that in order to implement such rules,

qualified personnel are required.

S The description of the management systems of ports and
shipping companies will again emphasize the need for training
and education in order to have skilled personnel that are
able to ensure the necessary functions of the systems are
carried out.

3 The description of the different casual ities also
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reflects the necessity for tv'aining.

Recornrnendat i on:
The three points mentioned in the conclusion gave me the
motive to propose a standard course for senior personnel
involved in the carv'iage of dangerous goods in packaged
form by the marine mode of transport.
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CHAPTER II

PROPOSAL FOR A STANDARD COURSE FOR SENIOR PERSONNEL
INVOLVED IN THE CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS IN PACKAGED
FORM BY THE MARINE MODE OF TRANSPORT

Introduction
This is a proposal for a standard course for senior
personnel

involved in the carriage of dangerous goods in

packaged forms by the marine mode of transport.

The course takes into considerat ion the experiences of
different personnel as well as their' training and education.

However,

the task.s of personnel employed to perform the

vav'ious functions in the transport chain of dangcr'ous
goods vary.

It

is necessary that the i.nterfacc between

the sectors of industry should be clearly defined so that
all senior personnel will understand the duties and the
rssponsb i 131 i es of the other sectors.
and education will

Additional training

improve their ability and increase their

knowledge which will ensure safety in the carriage of
dangerous goods.

Before I go on,

I should like to clarify who the senior

personnel involved in the transport of dangerous goods
in packaged form are.

In order to do this,

one can

divide them into the following categoY'iess

- Administrators of all levels

(technical advisors,

senior officers)
- Port authorities

(harbour masters,
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pilots,

senior

officers in cargoes sections and traffic control)

- Port users

(carriers,

deck officers,

forwarders,

port captains,

agents,

master's,

senior officers

responsible for shipping department)
- Warehousing personnel

(supervisors of storage areas)

- Shippers (consignors)

(senior officers responsible

for shipping)
- Training institutes (professor's,

lecturers)

~ Marine and cargo surveyors and ship inspectors
- Safety and security bodies

(emergency r'esponse

or gan i cat i on’s scniov' staff)
- Coast guard

(senior officers)

- Fire brigade

(senior officers)

- Packaging industry

(senior officers)

-- Manufacturers of dangerous goods

(senior officers)

Rs the categories mentioned above show the professional
background of the key senior personnel vary considerably,
so it

is clear that all subjects should not be cornpulsary

for all.

The arguments for which subjects should be

options will be presented in Part

In the design of this course,

IV,

the required syllabus of

IMO Rssernbly resolution No 0.537(13)
November 17,

1983,

"Evaluation".

adopted on

has been covered.

One of the impoY'tant points an institute should consider
is the timetable.

It is recommended that the institute

should be in contact with the industries in order to
determine the best time for running a course; morning,*
and/or afternoon and evening-classes. 0 course could
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also bo arvariged for weekends.

However,

the course timetable proposed for this course is

done to fulfil the sequences that should be followed to
enable the participants to understand the contents in a
easier way and to help them build up their knowledge in
order to achieve the objectives and aims of this course.
In case another timetable is used,

the sequences of the

timetable should be adopted.

General course oh.jectives:

1

To give the participants the knowledge,

infov'mation an

description of the various sectors in the carriage of
dangerous goods in packaged forms.

To enable them to

understand the properties and characteristics of
dangerous substances: their hazards,
pas!<ing,

handling,

stow,age,

classification,

segregation and securing.

To mak.e the participants familiar with internat ional
and national regulations,

controlling dangerous goiods

transport by sea and to give them

insight into the

various sectors of transport of dangerous goods by sea

Teaching staff;
1

fill teaching staff should fully understand the
objectives and ai.ms of the course as well as the
subjects.

The latter will be described in part III

of the course.
£

One permanent lecturev’ with a good knowledge of the
transport of dangerous goods should be available.
To cover special subjects,

other lecturev's have to be

recruited from the industry as and when requiv'ed.

4£

3

One senior lecturer should have experience in industrial
chemistry as well as practical experience in the
transport of dangerous goods.

Entrance requirements and limitation on the number of
participants:
Participants should have a certificate of competency,
or a DCs degree as well as some basic knowledge in the
transport of dangerous goods.

The ratio of participants to lecturer should be £0:1 during
lectures.

The ratio to instructors should be 10:1

in labor-

atory experiments and demenstrations.

Method for' dcsipninn the course:
The course has been divided into the following parts:
•1

P art

I

— T tTv b) 1

c.
3

Part

II

- Course syllabus and timetable

Part

III - Course description

A

Part

IV

o''^ contents of the main su bjects

— Method s of evaluating the course and
assessing the knowledge gained by the
participant s,

5

Part V

fellow-up system

General guidelines for lecturers,
visual aids

A3

references,

PORT I

TPBLE DF CONTENTS OF THE MPIN SUBJECTS
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PROPOeriL FOR A STANDARD COURSE FOR SENIOR PERSONNEL INVOLVED
IN THE CARRIAGE

OF DANGEROUS GOODS IN PACKAGED FORM BY THE

MARINE MODE OF TRANSPORT

Main subjects of the course:
I

Introduction

S

Basic science including intrinsic hazards and risks
of substances

3

Health hazards

4

Regulations,

requirements,

recomrnendat i ons and

codes of safe practice

5
S

Classification
Packing

7

Identification,

marking,

8

Transport document ation

labelling and placarding
< certification and

declarations)
9

Handling,

10

Dangerous goods in port areas

II

Dangerous goods management within a shipping company

IS

stowage/sterage andsegv'egation

The marine pollution aspect

13

Emergency procedures and safetyprecautions

14

Securing of dangerous goods in packaged forms

15

Accident

16

Medical First Aid in Accidents involving Dangerous

investigation

Goods
17

The role of adrninistrat ions and competent authorities

IB

Case studies

19

Training
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PORT II

COURSE BYLLfiBUS OND TIMETOBLE

1

INTRODUCTION

(£ hours)

1.1 Presentation of the course
1.5 Categories of senior personnel involved in and
responsible for dangerous goods transport operations
1.3 Historical background of dangerous goods transport
operations
l.A The tv'anspo'-'t of dangerous cargoes by sea as a link
in the chain of multimodal transpov't operations
1.5 The need and importance of training

e SPSIC SCIENCE INCLUDING INTRINSIC HPZPRDS OND RISKS
OF SIJESTPNCEB
(8 hours)

S. 1

Elementary physics

c. ■ £

Organic chemistry

S. 3

Radioactivity

2. A

Combust ion
Explosions
Potential hazards
Sources of ignition

P
3 Spillage of hazardous substances
L.» « "o
wJ • vJ

3 HEnLTH HAZARDS
(£ hoi-irs)

3.1 Toxicity
3.2 The IMO/WHO/ILO Medical First Aid Guide for Use in
Accidents Involving Dangerous Goods

4 REGULATIONS,

REQUIREMENTS,

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CODES

OF SAFE PRACTICE
(4 hours)

4.1

The Intcrnational Convention for the Safety of Life
at Sea 197t

4.2;

(SOLAS) as amended in 1981 and 1903

RID/ADR — "^hc European Conventions for the Transport
of Ddngcrouc Goods by Rail/Road

A# 3
4

The? LJV".i Gcf Ki

r.*T '*P* 1'ig

i"*''

The United Nations Rcccmmendations on the Transport
of Dangerous Goods - The "Orange Etook"

4. 5

UN Cornmi'btee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerou
Good s

4. €i

The IAEA Resolutions for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material

4.7

1985 and 19SG Supplement

The Internationa1 Maritime Organization

(IMO)

in

the United Nations System with particulav" emphasis
on the carriage of danger'ous goods
4.0

The IMO Sub-Committee on the Carriage of Dangerous
Goods

4.9

The International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG)
Code,

its Annex I

(Packing Recomrnendat ions) and

Supplements (the ErnS and the MFAG)
4. 10 The Code of Safe Practice for Solid Bulk Cargoes

5 CLPSSIFICftTION
(4 hour's)
(Film: Basis fir'e chernistr'y)

5. 1

The UN class! fioat iori system

5. £’

Definitions
Classification cr'iter'ia of danger'ous goods
tr'anspor't

in packages

Classification of substances^

A

mater'ials,

or'

ar'ticles with multiple hasar'ds
C15

f

i CT B't' i o y:

"f* s o 1 ir i o 51 <?. yi

rn 1 > ^

e* o

E

Dr.lTi?v E'lEE't

d^.y C5E^''ouE c.'bjir.

7

Packagir*;g g"cups accor'ding to the deqr'cs of danger'

G f'CCKING
(A h

^

^

y^

i !!. T'*? *

’**) *^ *■> ** y** ff”1V"'

y’

^

^ v"» o

£2" it /

E. 1

Regulation 3 of Par't P of Chapter' VI! of SOLPS 1974

&. £“

Gcr.er'al view of section 10 of the IMDS Code

E. 3

Danger'ous goods in limited quantities and mixed packing
(r'cviscd section 18 of the IMD6 Code)

£•-4

Gr'andfather' clause

6.5

Equivalences

6.6

Glossar'y of packaging

6.7

Packing pr'ovisions for' the substances and ar'ticles
in the var'ious classes of the IMDG Code

6.8

Unit loads,

vehicles,

tr-ailer's in pur'pose built

car'go ship
6.9

Fr'eight container's

6. 10 Por'table tanks and r'oad tank vehicles
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7 IDENTIFICATION,

MARKING,

LABELLING AND PLACARDING

(2 hours)

7.1

Iderifc if icat iori

7.S Marking
7.3 Label 1ing
7.4 Placarding of cargo transport units

8 TRANSPORT DOCUMENTATION

(CERTIFICATION AND DECLARATIONS)

(c' hours)

6p1

The Convention on Facilitation of the InternationaI
Mar 1

8. "!

r’’ F' "T v** ^ ^

^ o (Cl c;

Regulation 5 of Part A af Chapter' UII of the
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea
(SOLAS 1974)

8-3

as amended

Documentary aspects of the inte'"nat iora 1 transport
of danger'ous goods

8.4

Documentation

8.5

Main points in the declaration text

8.6

Main data elcr:ientc of the declaration

8.7

The differ'ent transpor't documents

9 HANDLING,

STOWAGE/STORAGE AND SEGREGATION

(4 hours)

9.1

General regulations and requirements

9. £

Stowage

9.3

The irnpor'tancB of safe handling - stoi-jage/storage

9.4

Stand by requirements when handling certain
dangerous cargoes
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9. 5

Pi-'eparat i ons ar;d procedures for the safe handling
of certain dangerous cargoes

9. 6

Purposes of segregation

9. 7

The main activities that must be carried out

in

ships carrying dangerous goods
9. 8

Overview of new subsection 14.8 of the general
introduction of the IMDO Code

9. 9

The general segregation table

9. 10

Segregation terms,

exercises on the terms and the

use of the_ segregation table
9, 11

Overview of section 15 of the general

introduction of

the IMDG Code
9- 19

Segregation of freight containers on board container ships

9.13

Segregation of cargo transport units on board ships

9. 14

Segregation on board barge carrying ships

9. 15

Dangerous goods in bulk packaging

9. IB

Dangerous and hazaY'dous cargoes in solid for’rn bulk

10 DFIMGERDUS GOODS IN PORT ORERS
(4 hour's)

10. 1

The position of the por't

10.9

Available facilities in por'ts

10.3

Port

10.4

Rdministration

10.5

Systems of transformat ion of information *

10.£

Documentation

10.7

Acceptance of packaged danger'ous goods

10.8

Categorisation

legislation

(dangcr'ous substances)

of dangerous goods in port areas for

handling and stor'age pur'poses
10.9

Quantity limitations

10. 10 Storage of packaged danger'ous goods
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10,11 Fac:tcrs c?oritrol 1 ing storage areas
10. 1 c. Stackirg of darigeroLis goods ir ■freight cortairers
10.13 Dangerous goods operations
10.1^ Segregation table in port areas
10.15 Emergency Response Organ!zations
10.15 Contingency planning
10. 17 Examples of the systems of controlling dangerous
goods in the ports of Hamburg and Rottev'darn

11 DflNGERDUS GOODS MONRGEMENT WITHIN P: SHIPPING CONPRNY
(S h'ours)

11

1

The need fov' special dangerous goods departments
within shipping companies

11. £•

The role of the dangc-^rous goods department

11.3

Some criteria to bo checked by the dangerous goods
dcpa'.'t ment

11. A

Rdvisory services of the dangerous goods department

11.5

Safety considerations of the dangerous goods department

11.6

Document ation

12 THE NPRINE POLLUTION ASPECT
(2 hours)

12.1

The International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships 73/78 (MflRPOL 73/78) articles
2 to 8

12.2

Protocol I of the convention article I to V

12.3

Annex III of

12.4

The new section £3 of the IMDG Code

MARPOL 73/78,

pollutants)

cr^o

regulations 1 to 8
(Mav'ine

1

5

12. 2

Po 1 1 ut ion threat
Borne typieal

examples of incidents involving

dangerous cargoes

13 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES RND SPFETY PRECOUTIONS
<4 hours)
13.1

Recent developments in fire-fighting equipment and
media

13. 2‘

IMO Emergency Proceduv'cs for Ships Carrying
Dangerous Goods

13.3

The emergency plan (EmS)

13.4

Measuring instruments for oxygen,

flammable gases,

a. r; d t o .Xc v a p o u r
13.5

Chapter II-2 of SOLAS 1974

14 SECURING OF DANGEROUS GOODS IN PACKAGED FORMS
(10 hours)

14-. 1

Definitions

14.2

Forces acting on the cargo during a sea-passage

14.3

Behaviour of cargo

14.4

Criteria for estimating the risk of an accident

14.5

Principles of safe stoi-jage and securing of cargo

14.6

Cargo securing calculations

14.7

Standarized stowage and securing system (container
ship)

14.8

Recommendations on lashing security for a ship
carrying dangerous goods

15 OCCIDENT INVESTIGOTION
(4 hours)

15.1

Types of investigations

15. S

Safety investigation

15.3

Goals of accident

15.4

Overview of the investigation process

15.5

Guidelines for reporting incidents involving

investigation process

dangerous goods in packaged foirm
NSC/Circ.

3£0/Rev.1 of October S8,

1986

16 MEDICOL FIRST HID GUIDE FOR THE USE IN OCCIDENTS INVOLVING
DONGEROUS GOODS (MFOG)
<4 hours)

14. W
C. ( 1

Medical advice relating to the dangers of the
carriage of chemicals by ships

16. S

Diagnosis of poisoning

16.3

The complications of poisoning

16, 4

The circulatory system

16. 5

The nervous system

16. 6

The digestive system

16. 7

General toxic hazards

16. 8

Emergency treatment

16. 9

Medical First Oid Guide For the Use in Occidents
Involving Dangerous Goods (MFOG)
•
16. 10 The International Medical Guide for Ships (IMGS)
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17 THE ROLE OF flDMINISTRfiTIONS fiND COMPETEN''' OLJTHORITIES
(S hours)

17. 1

The role and duties of the Pdministration

17. 2

The role and duties of the competent authorities

17. 3

Overview of section 22 of the General

Intt'oduct ion

of the IMDG Code
17. 4

The various possibilit ies and practices of
implementing the IMDG Code

18 CnSE BTUDIEE
(6 hours)

18.1

Presentation of some major accidents involving
dangerous goods

18. £'

Presentation of the accident on December 31,
inv'“i 1''ing
barges,

1979,

tug boat GEi'ITINEL. to'wing genev'-a.l cargo

the KONP and the PGATTKU,

due to the failure

of a towing cable
18.3

Presentation of the collision of PANAMA CITY butan
barge with M/V INCA TUPAC YUPANQUI on August 30,

18.4

Discussion,

conclusions and recomrnendat i ons

19 TRAINING
(E hours)

19.1

The role of the IMO in maritime training and
education

19.2

On board training

19-3

Port training

19.4

Self study courses
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1979

TIMETftBLE

DRY
WEEK I

LESSON 1-S
08.30-10.00

LESSON 3-4
10.£0-11.50

1

Introduction

Basic science Regulations

e

Basic science Regulations

Securing

Documentat ion

3

Basic science Classification

Health
hazards

Securing

4

Basic science Securing

Medica1
First aid

Odministration

5

Classificat ion

Identification

Emergency
proced ure

Securing

1

Packing

D. G. in
Shipping Cos

Emergency
procedures

Identi-

S

Packing

Securing

Medica1
First aid

Visit to
hospital

3

Handling,
stowage

D. G. in potv't
areas

Pol 1ution
aspect

Occident
investigat.

4

Handling,
stowage

D. G. in port
areas

Occident
Case studies
investigati on

5

Examination

Training

LESSON 5-8
12. 45-14. 15

LESSON 7-8
14.30-16.00

Case studies

DRY
WEEK 11

Visit to port

Final day at 19.OO-SO.30 a reception will be held where the
certificates will be distributed and the questionaires
will be answered

k

PART III
COURSE DESCRIPTION
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COURSE DESCRIPTION

1

INTRODUCTION

Db.iect ives;
To give the participants an insight to the course contents^
to make them familiar v*jith the course material and to
outline the importance of tv'aining.

Lecturers’

cualif:cations:

Senio"’' lecturers,

master mariners with MSc degree and

sKperience in dangerous goods transport operations.

T r ainin g Aids:
Transparencies,
material,

slides,

handouts,

industry br'oe'^ures,

manuals,

posters,

advertising

films,

videos.

1_Course descrictionr
1.1 Presentation of the course:
- Intr'oduct ion of lecturers
-- Intv'oduct ion of the subjects in the course
“ Description of the course objectives
~ Presentation of systematic study
1.2 Categories of senior personnel

involved in and

responsible for dangerous goods transport operations:
- Rdrninistrators at all

levels

(technical advisors,

senior officers)
- Port authorities (harbour masters,

pilots,

senior

officers of cargo section and traffic control)
- Port users

(carriers,

forwarders,
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agents,

masters.

deck officer's,

port captains,

senior officers

responsible for shipping depcartment)
- Tranining institutions

(professors,

lecturers)

- Shippers/consignors (senior officers responsible
for shipping)
- Marine and cargo surveyors and ship inspectors
- Warehousing personnel

(supervisors of storage av'eas)

- Safety and security bodies (emergency response
senior staff)
- Coast guard
- Fiv'e brigade

(senior officers)
(senior officer's)

— Pac'i’.aging industry

(s-eniCY' officcY's)

— Manuf act uv'ci-'s of dangcY'ous goods
1.3 Historical

(senioY' officer's)

backgr'ound of danger'ous goo'ris; transpo'-'t

opcY'at ions:
- Technology and its effects on the chemical

industry

-- The Y'eport of the UN Committee of Experts on the
Tr'anspc';'t of Da.nger'ous Goods
- The development o^ the IMDG Code
1.4 The tv'ansport of dangev'ous car'goes by sea as a link
in the chain of multimodal transpor’t oper’ations
- Types of ships cav'i'ying danger'ous cat'goes
-- Multimodal tr'anspov't oper'ations
1.5 The need and importance of tr'aining

S BASIC SCIENCE INCLUDING INTRINSIC HAZARDS AND RISKS
OF SUBSTANCES

Ob.lect i ves;
To give the pav't ici pants a knowledge of the elementaries
of chemistry and physics.

To enable them to under'stand the

properties and characteristics of dangerous goods cargoes
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arrd to enable them to identify the chemical reactions
between diffev'erit substances,

rnatev'ials,

and articles which

may be offered for transport.

Lecturers’

qualifications:

MSc or BSc in physics and chemistry with experience in
the field of dangerous goods transport opev^at ions.

Training aids;
Slides,

transparencies,

films,

laboratory demonstrations,

etc.

Couv'cc?

1

*“* J 1 C* 1 ^ F.t yj 4-

ion?
y PM ^ i ^ "

“ States of agg'-'cgat ion

I ■’ p ’' i ^
“■ H y d V*' c« n ^ 1r i o o t'*' c? rii o v» ?*' o
- Vapaur
Vap'our pressure
-- Gas and vapou”'
- Shifting of cargo

D '*

* * “S i o n C'

lie?, i c! ^ <?» ni d 3 {B. c? o

E. 2 Organic chemistry:
— Elements,
- Alkanes,

atoms,
akenes,

- Aromatics,

molecules and compounds
and alkynes

hydrocarbons

- Chemical families by active groups
- Systematic names

(ncirnenclature)

- Chemical reactivity/stability
- Reactivity with oxygen and water
r Self-reactivity and decomposition
- Polymerisat ion
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- Inhibit icr:
-- Phyoicnl static: solidn,

liquidc and gasejj.

“ Boiling point
- Saturated vapour pressure/variation with
t ernperat ure
- Influence of pressure on boiling point
~ Latent heat and evaporation
-- Solubility
- Density and relative density
- Expansivity
- Binary cornpat i b i 1 i t y by reactive group
^

^

^^ \ X

f”.

f~\ *>.n 7

1 ^ V.* 1 t ^ *b h

^ 1 w ^‘1 "1 ^

i. rn' ir *"“■

T-l 3 "v ^ ^ Pi

'*"• "P

cc>"*t 3 i
3 R “.w i 030^' i V i '/
* Combustion:
- Flashpoint
- Flammable range
* * *!Di 13 c*^ t"*’ v»* c~

- Effect of o):ygen on flammable range
-- Rf?lat ionsh i p between flashpoint and lower
flammable limits
,5 E:'. p 1 os i one :
— P''ope 11 ant s
— Detonators
~ High explosives
- Brisant
.5.1 Potential hazards:
~ Char'acterist ics and hazards of the IMDG classes
~ Materials Hazardous Only in Bulk (MHBs)
.5.2 Sources of ignition:
- Smoking
- Heat transfer
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Electrical equipment
SpentanceuE combust ion
Outo-ignition temperature
Static electr'icity
2. 5. 3 Spillage of hazav'dous substances:
Vapour clouds and dispersion
Dangers from vapour cloud drift
Effect of weather conditions

Texts and references:
~ Course handout
~ Lanqc’s Handboo’!?. of Chemistry by NL f!.
Pl*. bl icihiE'r' Me
Chemical

Lance

I

principles by W. L Blowinsk.y-E. J Sc. indcrs

Publishs V’ Master ton
nd bo O'k of chemistry by R. C Weast Publisher ' Chemical
Rubber P ublishing Co
United N c'i *t i

^p

^

of Dange'-'-ous Gonods

(Orange E

7^ health HAZARDS:

Ob.7 ect i ves r
To give the participants a knowledg e of the hazards of
dange'-'ous go'ods affecting human hea 1th.

To enable them

to avoid such hazards and to apply the IMO Emergency
Schedules Procedures in case of an accident

involving

dangerous substances and to enable them to use the IMO
Medical First Aid Buide for Use in Accidents Involving
Dangerous Goods (MFAG).

Lecturers’

qualifications;

PhD or MSc in medical science with sufficient experience
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on the tnestment of dange’^ous goode.

Tnaininn aids;
Transparencies,

slides,

film

field trip to hospital.

Course descr i pt ion.1.
3. 1 Toxicity
- Toxic properties of products
— Poisons and irritants
- ficute and chronic effects of toxicity

- Threshold Limit Value <TLV.STEL)
~ "^imc Weighted AvcY’'a3C

(TWfl)

” Oral intake and si'.in absentation
♦

- Inhalation,

oxygen deficiency

— Na.rcosis
- Shipboard medicine chest fo" poison treatment
- First aid and resuscitaion
— Radio for medical advice
- Hazard data sheets and other sources of information
3.E The IMD/WHO/ILO Medical First Rid Guide for Use in
Rccidents Involving Dangerous Goods

fexts and ^eferevices
- Course handout
- Lange’s Handbook of Chemistry by N. R.

Lange

Publisher Me Graw-Hil
- Chemical prihciplee by W. L Slowihsky-E. J Saunders
Publisher Masterton
- Handbook of chemistry by R.C Weast Publisher Chemical
Rubber Publishing Co
- United Nations Transport of Dangerous Goods (Orange Book)
- Medical First Rid Guide for Use in Rccidents involving

DangcrcuiH Goode;

4 REGULATIONS.

(MFOG)

by IMO/ILO/WHC Publisher IMO

REQUIREMENTS.

RECQMMENDQTIDNS OND COPES OF

SAFE PRACTICE

Objectives;
To give the participants information and,
knowledge about the most important

when required,

instruments containing

relevant v'egulat ions and practices.

To enable them to

implement the regulations and to make them aware of the
sources of info-rmation they may require.

w 0 o *fc u. V' S' v' 3 ^

n1 i

i s s, 1r i o y*f s u

Master mariner with expc^'ience in dangerous qooids
transpo-rt operations.

Traininn aids;
Handouts from relevant publieations,
slides,

films,

transparancios,

posters.

Couv'se deser i pt i on :
4.1 The International Convention for the Safety of Life at
Sea 197A

(SOLAS)

- Chapter VII,

as amended in 1981 and 1983:

part A,

general view on v'egulations

1 to 7
- Chapters I and II
4.2

RID/ADR - The European Convention's for the Transport
of Dangerous Goods by Rail/Road
- General view on the Conventions
- Highlights on major points

4.3

The United Kingdom "Blue Book"
- General overview on the "Blue Book,"

S3

- General

information on the UK rystern:

* Status
* Benefits
* Functions
A. 4

The United Nations Recornmandat i ons on the Transport
of Dangerous Goods - The "Orange Book"
- UN classification,
packing,

methods of testing,

shipping papers,
4,5

labelling and marking,

UN number,

correct technical name,

stowage and segregation

UN Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous
Goods:
“ Establishing of the Committee of Experts
- "'"he tasks of the Committee

Experts

— The Committee’s reeornmendat i ons
4. G

The lOEO Regulations fov' the Safe Transport of Radioiactive Materia]

1985 and 1986 Supplement

- General view on the regulations
T

The I■^I’tioyiiT. 1

i

ior: (IMD)

iv.

the United Natiens System with particular emphasis
on the carriage of dangcY'ous g'oods.
- The regulatory aspects C'f TMO within the UN system
- The main duties of IMO
— The stY'ucture of IMO
- Member' countries of IMO
4.8

The IMO Subcommittee on the Carriage of Dangerous
Goods
- Duties of the Sub-Committee
- The structure of the Sub-Committee
- Functions of the Sub-Committee

4.9

The International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG)
Code,

its finnex I

(packing reeornmendations)

Supplements (the EmS and the MFRG)

and

intf'oduct ior: cectioris coricerriing :
— Ths pt'opGV' w3y to uss the code
- Some practical examples of different
c1assifications
- How to obtain the required information about the
substances
* Proper shipping name

(coY'rect technical name)

* UN Numbev'
* Class
* Packing
* Begr'egation
* Stowage
* Emergency Y'esponse proceduv'es
* Pr.Y'iex I,

packing Y-ecommendat ions

^ General view on the IMDG Code Supplements ErnS -

4.10

MFAG Guids
The Code of Safe Practice for' Solid Bulk. Cargoes
(BC Code):
“ Its aims
General view on the Code and Appendix B thereof
- Materials possessing chemical hazards and MHBs

Text 5 and refer^ences;
- The International Convention for the Safety of Life at
Sea 1974,

SOLAS 1974,

as amended - chapters I,

II and VII

- United Kingdom "Blue Book"
- United Nations Recommendations of the Transport of
Dangerous Goods "Orange Book."
- The IAEA Regulations to the Transport of Radioactive
Materials 1985 and 1986 Supplement
- Rid/ADR - The European Conventions for the Transport of
DangeY'ous Goods by Rail/Road
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- The International Maritime Dangerous Goods,
its Onnex I and supplements

IMDG Code:

(Erns and MFfiG)

— The Code of Safe Practice for Solid Bulk Cargoes

5 Classification:

Ob.iect ives;
To farnilirise the participants with the classification and
grouping criteria employed in the Orange Book and the IMDG
Code.

To establish a basis for identifying those chemicals

or products which fall under the relevant transport
regulations.

Lect ure>^s’_q ua 11 f i cat i ons ;
Master mariner with MSc degree and experience in the
field of dangerous goods transport operations.

Training aids:
Transparencies,

slides,

the IMDG Code,

film.

(Film: Basic fire chemistv'y)

Course description:
5.1 The UN classification system:
- IMDG Code classes 1 to 9,
each class

with description for

(section 5 of the Code)

— Purposes of classification
- The assessment of hazards of substances
- State of dangerous substances
5.2 Definitions;
- Flashpoint
- Flammable range
- Vapour density
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- Explosive substarices
- Pyrotechnic substances
- Explosive articles
- Flarnrnable/inflarnrnable
- Material Hazardous Only in Bulk (MHB)
- Toxic
- Boiling point
- Critical temperature
- Reid vapour pressure
Classification criteria of dangerous goods transport
in packages:
- Packaging groups according to the degree of danger
they present for all classes other than classes 1,
6. £',

2,

and 7

- The packaging marks

<X,

Y or Z)

- Criteria for class 1 - Explosives:
* Classification code table
Scheme of c 1 ass i f icat i on of e?xlosives,

combination

of hazard division with compatibility group
- Criteria for class £ — Gases compressed,

liquefied

or dissolved under pressure:
* (a)

permanent gases

(b)

liquefied gases

(c)

dissolved gases

(d)

deeply refrigerated gases

* Subdivided for stowage and segregation purposes:
Class £.1 - Flammable gases
Class £.£ - Inflammable gases
Class £.3 - Poisonous gases
* Two diverging sets of criteria:
(a)

Substance exerting an absolute pressure
exceeding
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- 2.8 Kg/cnv'^ at 21.1

or

- 7. 3 Kg/crn^ at 54. 4 C*

(b) SubstancG exerting a reid vapour pressure
exceeding 2.8 Kg/crn-^ at 34.8 C*
Classification and grouping criteria for class 3 Flammable liquids
* Packaging groups according to degree of danger I,
II,

III

* Packaging group of a flammable liquid not listed by
name in the IMDG Code
- Table showing the relationship existing between
two of the three characteristics;

flashpoint and

viscosity
- Deterrninat ion of grouping of flammable viscous
substancec with flashpoint less than 23®C c. c
- The conditions under which the flammable viscous
substances with flashpoint less than 23'='C c. c are
included in packaging group III
-- Criteria for classes 4. 1,

4.2,

4.3 and 5. 1 by the UN

Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous
Goods in December 1986
— Criteria for class 5.2 ~ Organic peroxides:
* Specific properties of organic peroxides only those
listed in the IMDG Code
* Organic peroxides not listed by name
* The three N.0.S Entries in the IMDG Code
- Criteria for class 6 - Poisonous and infectious
substances:
* Properites

■

* Packing
* Grouping criteria for administration through dermal
contact and inhalation of dusts and mists table
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Definitions;
-LD 50 for acute oral toxicity
-LD 50 for acute dermal toxicity
■LD 50 for acute toxicity and inhalation
-Classification list of pesticides
-Pesticides table
- Criteria for class G.£ - Infectious substances:
* Substances causing disease in humans or animals
* Biological products and diagnostic specimens
* Substances with flashpoint of 61

or below

— Criteria fon class 7 — Radioactive materials
Hai:ard5 from radioactive materials
* Pet ion
* Procedure to be followed when a person is
contaminated by radioactive material
Radio for Medical Pd vice
* Introductory notes/emergency procedures
— Criteria for class 8 - Corrosive substances
*■ Categories of packaging groups for class 8
* Pnirnal test
Criteria of substances lying falling under N. 0. S
schedule
— Cv'iteria for class 9 — Miscellaneous dangerous
substances
* Data sheet
4 Classification of substances,

materials,

or articles

with multiple hazards:
- Table of precedence of hazards for class 3,
8,

class and packing group

* Close cup method
* Open cup method
- N. 0. S

.•

(Not otherwise specified)
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6.1 and

- Substances that have rnone than one hasand
5.5 Classification of solutions and mixtunes:
“ General

information

- Pure substances
- Using the word "mixtures"
5.6 Data sheet for dangerous substances:
- Substances’

identity

- Proposed classification
— Physical properties
* Melting point or range C®
* Boiling point or range
* Relative density at

15 C^',

* Vapour pressure at 50 C‘^,

20

50

65 C'^

* Solubility in water at £0 C=‘
Viscosity at 20 C'^
- Chemical reactions:
* Does the substance require inhibition/stabi1i'
S' ^ Z 0 Vi 'D

* filtev'native methods
Time effect at 55 C‘=‘
* Does the substance Y'eact with water?
* Does the substance have oxidising properties?
* Is the substance an isorganic peroxide?
* Is the substance corrosive?
“ Hat'rnful biological effects:
* 50 LD,

oral mg/kg animal species

* 50 LD,

inhalation

* Saturated vapour concentrated at £0 C®
* Skin exposure
* Human experience
- Supplementary information:
* Fire
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* Spillage
* Proposed transportation mode
“ Intermediate bulk containers
— Multimodal tank transport
s'"7 Packaging groups according to the degree of danger
- Group I,

II,

III according to the degree of danger

6 PACKING

Objectives;
To give the participants
packagings.

knowledge of the types of

To enable them to identify the proper packaging

for each substance,

material or article and to be aware of

the regulation requirements concerning packing.

Lect urers’_n ua1ifications;
Mante'-'' mariner or senior officer from the industry with
experience in the packing of dangerous goods.

Traininp aids;
Transparencies,

slides,

films.

(Film: Tank container fire test)’

Course description:
6.1 Regulation 3 of chapter VII of SOLfiS 1974:
Explanation of each point from 1 to 5 including the
subpoint
6.2 General view of section 10 of the IMDG Code
- Examples on how to use the IMDG Code in order to
obtain the assigned group for some substances
- Performance tests
6.3 Dangerous goods in limited quantity and mixed
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packing

(revised section 18 of the IMDG Code):

- Table of the quantity limitations as specified in
subsection 10,3
- Substances that do not qualify for limitation
- Inner and outer packagings
- Segregation - Proper shipping name
6.4 Grandfather clause:
— Philosophy
- The transitional period
6.5 Eq i va 1 ences :
- The use of tested packagings different from those
recommended in the IMDG Code
6.6 Glossary of packaging:
- Type and materiale used in packing
•“ Table of types and codes of packagings
Pa^^king provisi'ons ter the substances and articles
in the various classes o'*^ the IMDG Code
6.0 Unit loads,

vehicles,

trailers in purpose built carg

ship:
- Definition of unit load
- The main packing requirements of subsection 10.18
- Safe handling
- Shape of packaging and its suitability for stackin
- Strength of the package according to the height of
stacking
- Inspection of cargo transport units
- Materials used to bond the unit load
- Bulk packaging
- MHBs in cargo transport unit
- Dangerous goods on float beds
6.9 Freight containers:
- Definitions; Freight container - Closed container

Open container
- Container packing certificate
- Provision of article V,

paragraph S of CSC 197S,

convention concerning structural safety requirements
- Special container for certain dangerous goods
- Rfter unpacking of the container:
* Old lables should be removed or masked
* No contamination likely to make the container
dangerous
6.10 Portable tanks and road tank vehicles:
- Definitions; Portable tanks - Road tank vehicles
- The 8 IMO types of portable tanks
- The requirements of section 13 of the IMDG Code
- The V'equirernents of CSC 1972,

7 I DENT IF I eft'll ON,

MPRKING,

as amended

LPPELLINg PND PLPCflRDING

0 bj ,e o t_ i^e sj_
To give the participants knowledge of identification,
marking,

labelling and placarding and the necessary

regulations controlling the matters.

To enable them to

identify the labels of each class and to fulfil the
re g u 1 at i on req u i rernent s.

Lecturers’

gua1ificat ions;

Master mariner with experience in dangerous goods
transport operations.

Training aids;
Transparencies, slides,

handouts.
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Coui-'se_descr i pt i on;
7.1 I dent i f i cat i ori r
- UN number'
- Pr'oper' shipping name
- Pur'pose of indicating pr'oper' shipping name
- Using of capital letter's
- Single or' plur'al shipping name
- Examples i 11 ustr'at ing the selection of pnoper'
shipping name
- Packagings rnar'ked "N. 0. S. " for' substances which
ar'e not

listed on any schedule

- Examples i 11 ustr'at i ng the selection of pr'oper'
shipping name for' such "N-0. S. "
7.2 Mar'king:
- The

method of mar'king the pr'ope" shipping name

should be such as the i nf or'rnat i on will still be
identible on packages sur'viving at least thr'ee
months immcr'rion in the sea.

Lectur'er' will establish

a discussion about the subject
7.3 Labe11ing:
— Speci f icat ion of labels; colour's,
number's,

symbols,

classes,

dimensions

- 13 1 ustr'at ion to the labelling system
-- Regulations of danger'ous goods with low degr'ee of
hasar'd when in lar'ge shipment

(as a unit

load)

- Danger'ous goods in container' should be labelled
with subsidar'y r'isk labels "X"
7. 4 Placarding of car'go tr'ansport units:
- Regulation controlling the display of placar'ds on
unit

loads

- Infor'rnation r'equined to be wv'itten on the placards
- Subsidar'y risk placar’ds
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\

- Removal of placards from empty containers
- The importance of displaying placards upon ernty
uncleaned containers

Texts and references;
- Sections 7 and 8 of the IMDG code
- Handout

8 TRANSPORT DDCUMENTPlTlDN

<CERTIFICATION RND DEqLQ.RP.T.IQN^

Ob.lect iyes;
To give the participants inf oY'mat ion

the documents

requiY'ed when dangcY'ous goods is transpoY'ted by sea.

To

let them know the documentation required by the IMDG Code
and to make them able to complete the forms in the pY'oper
way.
Lect ure^''s’_cual i f icat ions;
Master' mariner,

senior' officer' ^rorn the Customs,

qualified and exper'ienced per'sonnel

or' any

fr'orn the shipping

industry (agents - for'warder' - shipper').

Tr'aininn aids:
Trans par'enc i es,

slides,

text of the documentat i on.

Course description;
8.1 The Convention on Facilitation of the International
Maritime Traffic 1965
- Purposes of the convention
- Documentations required by the convention
- The eight forms with copies of the six documents
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developed by the IMO
Benefits of the convention:
- General benefits
- Benefits of governments- Shippers’

benefits

— Shipowners’

benefits

8.2 Regulation 5 of chapter VII of the International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea

(SOLRS 1974)

as amended
1 Correct technical name
2 Dangerous goods declaration
3 Dangerous goods special manifest - Stowage plan ECE aligned document for transport of dangerous goods
8.3 Documentary aspects of the international transport of
dangerous goods:
— The r'ecommendat ion divided into two parts:
Information and documents requirements
” Inf or mat i on v'eq u i r ernent s
0.4 Document ation:
- Role of documents in the international transport
of dangerous goiods
8.5 Main points in the declaration text:
"

The identity of the goods: Packing — Marking —
Labelling

-

Packaging approval

-

Goods description

-

Liability and correct information

-

Signature

8.8 Main data elements of the declaration:
- Data elements required due to the nature of the
danger
- HaHard class/division
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~ UN number
- FI ash point
- Net quantity of substance
“ Dated and signed declaration
Other data required:
- Shipper (name and adress)
- Reference number
- Name of ship and name of port
— Marks
- Number of package
Description of goods
8« 7 The different transpo'-’t documents
5.7. 1 Multimodal and combined transpov'ts:
- Purpose
-- Documentory problems
— CMR consignment note
8.7. £' Certificate of fitness fov' the carriage of dangerous
goods

(BOLPB 1974 as amended)

Regulation 54(3) of

chapter II of the amendments of BoLOS 1974
8.7.3 Bulk coal cav'go de?claration
8.7.4 Container/vehicle declaration packing certificate

Tent and '■•'ef erences ;
- SOLPS 1974 chapter VII,

regulation 5

- The Convention on faciliation of Internationa1 Maritime
Traffic 1965
- IMDB Code,

sections 7 and 9

- Handout of dangerous goods course "WMU"
- Resolution 55 (XI)
on Shipping on its’

for UNCTPD Report of the Committee
11th session
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3 HfiNDLING STOWRGE/STORflGE AND SEGREBfiTION

Objectiygs;
To give the pai-'t ici parits knowledge of segregation,
and handling of dangerous goods.

stowage,

To enable them to prepare

a cargo plan bearing in mind the segregation requirements
for dangerous goods.

To enable them to supervise the

handling of the cargo in order to ensure the fulfillment
of safety requirements.

Lect urev's’

q ua 1 i f i cat i ons:

Master marine'-' with eKperience in the carriage of dangerous
goods or port captain,

stevedoring supervisor.

Traininn aids;
Trans pa'-'enc i cs,

slides,

handouts,

films.

Course descriction!
9.1

General regulations and v'equirements
Definitions for segregation terms in general:
- Oway from
- Separated from
- Separated fv'onr by complete compav'tment
- Separated longitudinally by intervening
compartment
- Segregation,

if any,

is given in the schedule for

for a substance or article
9.£

Stowage

9.£.1 Passengership limitations
9.£.£ Definitions:
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-- Under deck
-- On deck
— On deck cnly
- Shaded from radiant heat
9.3

The importance of safe handling - stowage/storage
- Stowage accov'ding to individual schedule for
each substance
- Minimum stacking height

9.A

in accordance with Annex I

Stand by requirements when handling certain
dangerous cargoes

9.5

PrpDa"ations and procedures of the safe handling of
hand 1ing operations

9.6

Purposes

segregation:

- Effects of explosives
-- Effects of flammable liquids
- Effects of •f^larn.mable substances
“ Substances that react dangerously with watev'
~ Infectious substances and contaminad-ion problems
- React i’-'ns of co'rrosive and oxidising agents
9.7

The main activities that must be cav'V’ies out

in ships

carrying dangerous goods:
- General maintenance of the ship
- Lashing and securing
--

Cleaning of cargos space

--

Supervision of handlingoperation

- Supervision of stowage ar/d
9.8

segregation

Overview of new section 14.8 of the General
Introduction to the IMDG Code:
- Stowage in v-elation to foodstuffs
- Poisonus substances that should be "separated
from" foodstuffs
- Corrosive and toxic substances that should be
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stowed "away from" foodstuffs
9.9

The general segregation table;
“■ The use of the table in order to obtain the
general requirernents for segv'egation methods
between classes.

(IMDG Code segregation table in

force since January 1,
9.10

Segregation terms,

1985)

exercises on the terms and the

use of segregation table:
- Deck resistant to fire and liquid
- Closed transport unit
- Hold
- Shelte'-' between deck
~ Reference package
Package containing incompatible goods
9.11

Scctior

'

15 of the IMDC Code

- Provisions of the paragraphs 15.1.6 to 15.1.16
- Segregation of packages:
- Pway from
- Sepa’-’ated ^rorn
- Separated by a complete compartment or hold
Separated 1 ong it ud inaly by an intervening
c o m p 1 et e com part ment
9.1?

Seg'-'cgat ion of container on board container ship:
-• Definition of freight containers space
- Table of segregation of container on board
container ships

9.13 Segregation of cargo transport units on board Ro/Ro
ships:
- Table of segregation of transport units on board
Ro/Ro ships
- Applicability

(paragraphs 15.4. 1. 1-15.4.1.S-

15. 4. 1,2.1)
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9.14

Segregation ori board-barge carrying ships:
- Applicabi3ity
— Segregation in shipborne barges
- Segregation between shipborne barges on barge
carrying ships

9. 15

Dangerous cargoes iVi bulk packaging
~ New section S5 of the general

9. 16

introduction

Dangerous and hazardous cargoes in solid form in bulk
- Definitions and terminology
— New section S4 of the general

introduction to the

IMDG Code
— Part A of chapter VII SOLAS 1974 as amended and
chapter TI-S,

regulation 54

- The Code of Practice for Solid Bulk

(BC Code)

-- Special requirements for classified cargoes

Texts and_references:
- INDS Code.,

sections

'!7, I'l!! and 15

- SOLAS 1974 amended regulation 54(3)

of chapter II of the

amendments of SOLAS 1974

10 DANEFRQUS GOODS IM pQRT AREAS

Ob.iect i ves :
To give the participants knowledge of port operation and
legislation.

To enable them to understand the international

regulations and recommendations concerning the port.

To

enable them to identify the main factors that should be
included in the port regulations in order achieve the
t

safety requirements and to facilitate port operations
involving packaged dangerous goods.
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Lectuv'ers’

gual if icat iovis:

Master mariner with experience,

harbour master,

port

captain or senior personnel from stevedoring companies.

Training aids;
Transparencies,

slides,

films.

Field trip to port area.

Course description;
10.1

The position of the port:
- Definition of the port
- Ident if icat ion of the p’-'oblsrns of the port
- The difference between ports of industrialised
countries and ports of developing countries
- The technology and its influences on the port
- design
- Cone 1 usion

10. £

Available facilities in ports:
- Skilled personnel
- Information system
- Equipment of the port and its operation
~ Conclusion.

10.3

Port

legislation

(dangerous substances):

- The relationship between safety and economics of
the port
- Establishing of the legislative framework
- Influences of the international regulations on
port legislation
- Discussion
10.4

Administration
- Information streams;
» From the outside (shipper/carrier)
* Within the port and outgoing information

8£

(to

carr ier'/co''isi gnee)
* !yiformat iori 'to the safety authority emergency
organieatior
- Inforrnat ior contents:
* IMOs’

Recornmendat ions for the Safe Transport,

Handling,

Stowage of Dangerous Substances in

Port Areas and its supplement
10.5

Systems of transformation of information:
- Computerization
” Steaking card
-- Paper file

10.5

Document ation:
- The documentation delivered from the ship
(Shipping paper as recommended in the TMDS Code)
~ The port safety division ;^nd its duties

10.7

Acceptance of packaged dange'-'ous goods:
— Main factors controlling the acceptance of
dange’-'ous goods
- Ships that carry dange>'ous goods to port
-- Rejection of damaged dange'-'cus goods

(by land or

sea transport)
10.8

Categorization of dangerous goods in port areas
for handling and storage purposes:
— Dangerous goods that are unacceptable
- Acceptance of some highly dangerous goods at
special

1oading/discharging areas only

- Other dangerous goods that can. be handled at an
ordinary pier
- The remaining dangerous goods that can be stored
inside the port
10.9

Quantity limitations
- Example Port of Hamburg tabel of limitations
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10.10 storage of packaged dangerous goods:
- Types of storage areas:
* Open air area
*■ Warehouses
* In cargo transport unit
* Waiting area
* Prohibited area
10.11 Factors controlling storage areas:
- Type of goods
- Pmount of goc'ds
- Sise of the port
“ Climate
- Training of the pov't personnel
- Port facilities
” Bonb theory
- IMDG Code segregation table in port area
- Storage of class 1 and class 7
10. 1 c' Stacking of dangerous goods in •^reig'^t containers:
- Methods of stacking
- Precautions necessary for stowage of class 1 and 7
10.13 Dangerous goods operations:
- General view on

(ILO) recornmendat ion 160,

code

O'f safe practice
“ General view on

(IMG)

port recornmendat ion MSC/

circ 200 as amended in 1983
- firgurnent of loading/discharging of dangerous
goods while ship lies at anchor
- Skilled operation supervisor
- Training of dockworkers
- Safety operation equipment and its use
- Hazard diamond placarding system
10.14 Segregation table in port areas;
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- Examples of the use of the segregation table
- Definitions?
1

3

metres distance

S

10 metres distance

3

30 metres distance

X

General segregation required;

individual

schedules should be consulted
10. 15 Emergency Response Drganisat ions
10.16 Contingency planning
10.17 Examples of the systems of controlling dangerous goods
in the Pomt of Hamburg and the Port of Rotterdam
( Rot t erdam syrnpos i urn 1987)
Port of Hamburg?
— Who is the competent authority responsible for
dangerous goods'^
- National resolutions that are similar to the
IMDG Code RID and ODR
F'c^t '•'eq u 1 at i 'ons ?
View on the most

important national v'egulat ions;

i

Reporting system

S

Handling regulations

3

Identificat ion of dangerous goods

4

Gangway placard

5

Quantity limitations for some classes

6

fleeident re porting reg u1ations

7

Safety regulations concerning fire

- Water police duties
- Implementation of the port regulations
- The controlling system

(stowage,

segregation,

handling)
Port of Rotterdam;
The study of the renewal of the safety aspects in
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the Port of Rotterdam

(by Rotterdam Port Puthority

and Environmenta1 Control figency).
The reasons that

lead to the study:

- Increase in the amount of dangerous goods passing
through the Port of Rotterdam

(table I and II)

- Proximity of resdential quarters to the harbour
The regulatory aspects of the Port of Rotterdam:
- Rules of Rotterdam Port Authority
- Nuisance act and the area of port activities covered
- Transhipment of materials
— Movements of ships
— Handling and storage of cargo
— Activities during transhipment from ship to pier
How was the study done?
-- Analysis of statistics
— Determination of major classes of transhipment
- Analysis of accidents
— Construct i'Sn of physical models for release of
liquids through holes
” Recommendation of the calculation results with
physical models
- Amendments to the regulations
Discussion
Scientific methods that must be used in order to
ide''<tify the problem

Texts and references;
- Chapter I of the present thesis,

section 9 of the General

Introduction to the IMDG Code
- Recommendation l&O of ILO Convention 15S
- IMO Recommendations on the safe transport,
storage of dangerous goods in port areas
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handling and

11 DRNGEROUS GOODS MfiNPlGEMEMT WITHTN SHIPPING COMPPiNIES

Qbiectives:
To describe the shipping companies system of managing
dangerous goods.
system.

To give the participants knowledge of the

To provide a forum for open discussion about the

system.

Lecturers’

qualifications!

Master mariner v.'ith experience in the carriage of
dangerous goods,

head of dangerous goods section in

shipping company or dangerous 'goods inspector.

Training aidsr
Transparencies,

slides,

films,.

Course desc'-'i pt i on:
11.1

The need for special dangerous goods department
1‘jithin

shipping companies

- Some statistics on the amount of dangerous goods
carried by sea
- Some statistics on the increase in dangerous
goods transport
- Bad management

in shipping companies and its

influence on accidents involving dangerous goods
11.S

The role of the dangerous goods department:
- Philosophy of a dangerous goods department
- The procedures of the system:
- Booking
- Checking

(technical name,

packing,

stowage,

segregation according to the IMDG Code
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and

regulations and company rules)
- Assigning of the Emergency Schedule Number
(EmS No)

and MFAB

- Booking of the acceptance telex
- Summarizing of dangerous goods booking
- Summarizing of the classes
- The use of computers for checking
11.3

Some criteria to be checked by the department:
- Suitability of the ship to carry the relevant
dangerous goods
- Quantity limitation announced by authorities of
transit ports
- Pey'rnission f'-'orn any way port
- Documentation required
- Laws and regulations cornpulsov'y for such shipment

11.A

Advisory service of the dangerous goods department:
- Advise

on the appropriate stuffing of the

cont ainer
- To give the tonnage centre summary for dange'-'ous
goods accepted
- To check the stowage plan prepav'ed by the stowage
centre
- To check and inspect the stuffing of the container
- To prepare the inspection report
11.5

Safety considet-'af ion of the dangerous goods
department:
- Container checking for dryness,
removal of old placards,
new placards,

cleanliness,

proper assignment of

suitability of packages for

dangerous goods.
— Container stowage
- Segregation and mutually compatible goods
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11.6

Document ation:
- Dangenous goods list
- Cargo manifest
- Container packing certificate,

vehicle and tank

cont ainer
- Dangerous goods declaration
- Dock receipt
— Others

Texts and references;
- Chapter I of the present thesis,

section 5

- Shipping companies policies
Discussions with the participants have a very important
effect on the subject since the participants have both the
theoretical
subject.

background and pr-actica]

experience in the

The sharing of experiences and opinions will thus

be a valuable learning experience.

Ig THE MORINE ,_POLLUT I ON ASPECT

Ob.'! ect i ves;
To give the participants information of the regulations
concerning pollution prevention by hav’mful substances.

To

enable them to understand regulations covering ship/shore
requirements and duties.

Lecturers’

qualifications;

Master mariner with experience in dangerous goods.
master.Senior personnel of emergency organizations.

Training aids;
Transparencies,

slides,

films.
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Harbour

Course descr i pt i ovi;
i£. 1
The Intei-'nat iona 1 Convent ion for the Py'evention of
Pollution from ships

<MARPOL 73/70)

protocol I,

articles I,

1£.l.i Rrticle £,

definition:

II,

III,

articles £ to 0,

IV and V

- Regulations
- Harmful substances
- Discharge
- Ship adrninistrat ion
- Incidents
- Organization
1£. l.£ Rrticle 3,

application:

Rpplies to:
- Ships flying the flags of parties to MRRPOL
- Ships flying the flags of nations not party to
MRRPDL but operating undev' authority of a party
Does not apply to;
- War ships
- Noncomme'-’c i a 1 sh i ps
1£. 1.3 Rrticle 4,

violation:

— Penalties or other actions against violations
taken by Rdministrative Jurisdiction or furnished t
the adrninistrat ion of the ship
Explanation of the system of penalties accov'ding
to flticle 3 and of the system of informing IMO
and the other party adrninistration
IS. 1.4 Rrticle 5,

certificates and special rules on

inspection of the ship:
- Ship pollution prevention certificate
- Conditions for detaining the ship
- Denying the entrance of foreign ship to the port
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- Ships of non-parties
IS. 1.5 Pirticle &,

detection of violations and enforcement

of the convention;
- Measures of detection and environmental
monitoring
- Inspection of parties’

ships by authorized

office in order to verify whether the ship has
discharged harmful substances
- Inspection of parties’

ships when entering a

port under its .jurisdiction if a request for an
investigation is received from any party together
with sufficient evidence (discharging of harmful
substances)
IS. l.G Article 7,

undue delay of ship:

- Avoidance of undue detention
- Compensation for any loss due to undue detention
or delay
IS. 1. "7 Article S,
substances.

report on incidents involving harmful
Reporting system for incident:

- Reporting officer for receiving and processing
incident reports
- Notification of IMG - by all

pat'ties concerned

- Monitov'ing system and incident inspection
IS. S

Protocol

I of the convention article I to V:

IS. S. 1 Article I,

duty to report:

— The master of a ship involved in an incident
with pollution must report

immediately to the

administration where the accident occured.
is unable to do this the administration,

If he

owners

and agents should fulfil that requirement.
IS.S.S Article II,

methods of reporting:

- Radio message or telex to reporting officer in
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chai-'ge
IS. £.3 Article III,

when to make reports;

“ A discharge other than as permitted
- A discharge as permitted for the purposes of
combating specific pollution
- Securing the safety of ship as a result of damage
to a ship or equipment
IS.£.4 Article IV,

contents of report;

“ Ship’s identity
- Time and date
“ Position
— Sh ip’s cond; t i on
- Technical name for substance
Quant i t i es
“ Packaging form
- k'arne of consigner
— Consignee
“ f'lanufact urer
1S.S.5 Article V,

supp 1 ernentav'y '■'epov't :

- Reporting of any information concerning the
incident
-- Cooperation with all staff affected by the
incident
IS. 3

Annex III MARf^'OL 73/78 regulations 1 to 8:

IS.3. i Regulation 1,

Application:

- The government of each party shall
requirements for packaging,
documentation, stowage,

issue detailed

marking,

labeling,

quantity limitations,

exceptions and not ification,

in order to prevent

ov' minimize pollution
- Empty receptacles shall be treated as harmful
substances

9S

IS.3.2 Regulation S,

Packaging:

- The packagings shall be adequate to minimise the
hazard to marine environment
IS. 3.3 Regulation 3,

Marking and labeling:

- Packages either shipped individually or in units,
shall be durably marked with the correct technical
name and a distinctive label
12.3.4 Regulation 4,

<UN number)

Documentation:

- Documentation according to the IMDG Code require
ments as mentioned in subject 7 of this course
IS. 3.5 Regulation 5,

Stowage:

— Stowage should fulfil the requirements of SOLAS
1974 as amended and of the IMDG Code in order to
minimize the hazards to the marine environment
15.3.6 Regulation 6,

Quantity limitations;

- The need of prohibition of certain harmful
substances or limitation of the quantity according
to the IMDG Code v'equirernents
15.3.7 Regulation 7,

Exceptions:

- Discharge by jettisoning is prohibited except
where necessary for the purpose of safety for
ship or for sas'ing life at sea
IS.3.9 Regulation 8,

Notification:

- The master of the ship or the agent should notify
the appropriate port authority of loading or
discharging dangerous goods 24 hours prior to
such operation
12.4

The new section 23 of the IMDG Code (Mav'itime
pol1utants):
- List of marine pollutants
- MEPC circular 5
- Reporting of incidents
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va. 5

Pollutiori threat":
- What are the packaged foY'ms as defined in the
"Orange book" which pose a hazard for marine
env i ronrnent 5?
- What are the marine pollutants?

1£. 6

Borne typical examples of incidents involving
dangerous cargoes:
- Incident of barrels containing toxic agricultural
weed killer

(Dinseb)

ship on Jan 13,

washed overboard a Danish

1984

- Incident of fishing craft

"Mayu:' Sagav'" on Dec 1,

198£
- Report on the coastline of the UK where in 1985
505i. of washed packages contained dangerous goods
- Sinking of the M/V "Mont Louis" in the summer of
1904 involving a cargo of class "7",

uranium

hexaf 1 uo'-'i de

Discussion of the incidents and conclusion.

Texts_and references;
- MPlRPOL 73/78 as amended Annex III
- MSC/Circ 360/Rev, 1
- IMO Manual on Chemical Pollution

13 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Objectives;
To describe the fire-fighting systems and equipment to
the pav't ici pants.

To enable them to prepare effective

management of fire risk.

To give them knowledge of the Ems

and to make them able to design an emergency plan.
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Lgct urers’

nualifloat ions;

Master mariner or

senior fire-brigade officer.

Training aids;
Transparancies,

slides,

films,

some fire—fighting

equipment.

Coarse description;
13.1

- Recent developments in fire-fighting equipment
and media
- Halons,
powders,

high-expansion foam,

water fog,

dry

dual agent techniques

- Fixed fire detection systems
- Fire-fighting installations
- Co>nsiderat ion of ship stability with regard to
fire-fighting
— Problems occuring in a ship structure
- Strategy and tactics required in order to gain
control of fiY'e
- Organisation and tv'aining of the crew for ship
board fire-fighting and other emergencies
13.E

IMO Emergency Procedures for Ships Carrying
Dangerous Goo'ds

13.

(EmS) :

1 EmS No and descY'i pt ion of relevant substancer
- Special emergency equipment to be carried
- Emergency procedures
- Emergency action
- First aid - reference to the Medical First Pid
Guide for Use in Occidents Involving Dangerous
Goods

13.3

The Emergency plan
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13. 4

Measuning inst'^urnents fon oxygen.;

flammable gases

and toxic vapoun
- Entening a closed compantment
- Protective clothing
- Self-contained breathing apparatus,

escape

breathing apparatus
13.5

Chapter 11-2 of SOLOS 1974

Texts and references;
- Regulation 19 of SOLOS 1974 as amended,

chapter II

- ErnS book
- IMO recornmendat i on on the safe transport,

handling,

and sto'V'age of dangerous goods in p'ort areas
- Regu.lati'on 54 of SOLOS 1974 as amended,

chapter II

- The TLO code of practice on safety and health in
dockwork
- WMU notes written by Capt.

Brunings "Emergency

procedir'cs on board ships and port a>"eas"

14 SECURJNO OF DONGEROUS GOODS IN POCKOGED FORM

Objectives;
To give the participants knowledge about the different
forces acting upon cargo and about cargo behaviour.

To

enable them to calculate the various forces and to chose
the proper method to secure dangerous goods.

Lecturers’

qualifications;

Master mariner with experience in the transport of
dangerous goods and a good background in stability and
securing of cargo calculations.

9S

Traininn aids;
TranspanencieSj

slides,

film.

Course description;
lA. 1

Definitions:
cross-stowage,

side-stowage,

single-stowage,

longitudinal securing device,

transversal securing

device
14.£

Forces acting on the cargo during a sea-passage:
- Eart’s gravity
- Pccelerat io''- by motions of the sh ’ p
- Pressure of vjinds and gusts
- Impact or buoyancy by overcoming seas

14.3

Behaviour of cargo:
- S1 i d i n g
- Tipping
- Racking
- C-"'l lapsing
- Floating up

14.4

Criteria for estimating the risk of an accident;
- Properties and special

features of ca'"go

- Type and location of stowage
- Beneral stability of‘the ship
- Expected ship behaviouv'
- Expected weather conditions
14.5

Principles of safe stowage and securing of cargo;
- Distribution of cargo
- Load assumptions
- Strength of securing equipment
- Type of securing devices

14.6

Cargo securing calculations:
- Simple thumb rule
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- Lirnitatior! of the use of comrnori thumb rule
14.B,1 Rdvarced calculat’on method:
- Load

assurnpt i or

- Load by acceleration
- Load by wind and sea
- Use of forrn-sheat
- Balance of forces and moments
- Safety factors
- Friction forces
- Examples of calculation
14.7

Standariirpd stowage and securing system:
^ O •*"*3 3 1^1i. p )

-- Cont a i ner t ypcs
— Container characteristics
- Basic cal cu 1 at ic''’ of rontai'^'er lashing fov'ce
- Container calculation on Ro/Ro ship
14.8

Pecommcndation or lashing security for a ship
carrying dangerous goods

“• Regulation fov- the stowage and lashing of container
aboan'd ships,

July 73 8- August 79,

- p.nrangements fs''’"' securing
ships,

Germanishev' Lloyd

cargo containers onboard

Det no'-'ske Veritas

- Ship-board control and lashing techniques M. J.

Cav'ter

Cargo Systems
- Stevedoring analysis
- Ro/Ro lashing systems
- Adequate technology but a need to educate operators
cargo systems.

Jan 1979 .

- ISO regulations
- Securing methods and calculations by W.B.
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Capt.

Caps.

WMU Maimo

L5 ftCCJDEMT IMMESTIGQTIQN!

Objectiygs;
To give the participants knowledge of the investigation
process and methods of reporting an incident
dangeY'ous goods.

involving

To enable them to follow the reporting

procedure and to carry out an investigat ion.

Lpc''fc

’

Cl Uc*. 1 i "f ? c^*b i ovis *

Ppriiov’' qi *f c&d

i Dc?.*tor*" ■f'-'orn nvi ir'cui-"'ciirtcp cornpc^.ny,

state depa'-'trnent,

or classification society,

with

S'.(fficient experience in the field.

Transpa'-^s'ncies,

slides,,

case studies^

films,

CO' u5e des pv' i pt i g;n_r
15.1 Types of investigations:
— Safety investigation
- ViolatioTi o^ law

(suspensi'on S- revocation)

investigat ion
" Civil

liability investigation

- Criminal

investigation

15.S Safety investigation:
- Neutral

independent role of investigation

* No opev'ational responsibilities
* No regulatory respcmsibi1 ities
* No promotional responsibi1 ities
* Completely separate from litigation
* No adverse proceeding,

no cross examination
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15.3

Goals of accident

investigation process:

- Protection of people from death and injury
” Protection of environment
- Protection of economical resources
- Raising of the publics’

confidence in

t ransport ation
-■ Protection of the quality of life
15. A

Overview of the investigation process;
P

Major activities consisting of investigating
testimony,
devis i ng,

evidence,

data analysis,

comparison,

and so 1 u.t ions

- Testing,

research,

autopsies

- Tims goals for each phase
- Selected

issues during fact finding stage

- Obtaining of facts and making analysis

the

accident

B

Field phase
” Establishment of a notification system
- Organisation of an investigat ion team
~ Need fo^' flexibility or adjustment to
peculiarities of the accident
- Coov'dinat ion with search and rescue personnel
- Identifying and

insuring availability of

witnesses
- Preseration of evidence
- Ensur ing juv’isdict ion
Investigative party concept:
- Who may serve?
- Who may not serve?

C

Functions of the ivestigative party system
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PhiloBophy;
- Irnpossi bi 1 ity of having cunv^ent experts in
every field
~ Financial benefit
~ Gaining of supporters for the report and
recommendations
Selection criteria:
- Weather
- Stability
- Human performance
- Survival
- Nr3vigati on
-- f-!ull maintenance
— Comm uni cat i 'ons

D

Investigative equipment
- Cameras,
exposure,

type,

film speeds documenting each

systematic approach,

composites

— Persoinal safety clothing
- Tape recorder
-- Tape measure,

E

flashlight,

tags,

markers,

bags

Investigator qua1ifications
-■ Naval architect
- Profesional ship masters,

engineers

Training areas;
- Interviewing techniques
- Photography
- Safety standards of classification societies
- IMQ,

F

national standards,

engineering societies

Ensuring completion of fact finding phase
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-- Selecting relevant facts
— Looking ahead — companison with cunnent
negulations
— Voluntary standards,

established practice

- Multiple events sequence chart

15.5 Guidelines for reporting incidents involving
dangerous goods in packaged form MSC/Circ.
of October £8,

3&0/Rev 1.

1986

- Ships to which these guidelines apply
- When to make reports
— Content of reports
- Fiction

governments and other' inter'ested

parties

Texts and r'efer'ences ;
— MSC/Ci rc-

360/Pev. 1 of October' £8,

1906

- Rr'ticle 8 of The International Convention for' the
Pr'cvention of Pollution fror ships

(MPRPOL 73/78)

16 MEDICFIL. FIRST FlID IW ACCIDENT INVOLVING DRMGEROUS GOODS

0 b, i e c t i V e s ^
To give the participants knowledge of differ'ent types of
illnesses r'esulting fr'om incidents involving danger'ous
cargoes.

To make them familiar with MFAG and IMGS.

To

enable them to give correct treatment to persons injur'ed
in an accident

Lecturers’

involving dangerous goods.

qualifications

PhD or MSc in medical science with experience in the

10£

tT-eatmerit of irijuries arid illnesses caused by dangev'ous
cargoes.

Training aids:
Transparencies,

slides,

film.

Field trip to hospital.

Course description:
16. 1

Medical advice relating to the dangers of the
carriage of chemicals by ships:
— Awareness of the officers and crew of the
general haira'-'ds involved
— Master’s advice regarding part i cu 1 ar’' chemical
hazards to his crew
-- Medical advice by radio while at sea
- Priorities of treatment

16.6!

"Immediate Action Table"

Diagrosis of poisoning
Cereral

principles:

— The crcurnst a.rces o"*^ the incident
“ The nature of the illness
~ Number r.f persons

involved w^o Have developed a

similar illness
- Reactions of different

individuals to poisons,

in terms of time and resistance
■^he three stages of illness:
- The latent stage
- The active stage
- The late stage
16. £:. 1 Priorities:
- When finding a casualty
- If only one unconscious casualty
- If more than one unconscious casualty
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- If the casualty is in an enclosed space
16.2.S: Unconscious casualty:
- Plssessment of breathing and heart

function.

- Establishing of an open airway
- Mouth to nose respiration
— Alternative method of artificial respiration
16.S.3 Not breathing and heart stopped:
- Technique for heart compression
- Checking effectiveness of heart compression
- Terminating heart compression
~ Insertion of Guedel airway
The '^iqh sitting position
— Mo'^phfne ad i rninistrat ion

15. 3

The comp 1 i cat i ons of poisoni'''P

16.3.1 Asphyxia;
- Diagnosis
- Treatment
16.3.2 Pu 1 mona'-'y Edema:
- Diagnosis.
-- Treatment
- Radio for medical

ads'ice

16. 3. 3 E-ironch i t i s ;
- Ac ut e Pronchitis
“ Diagnosis
- General treatment
~ Specific treatment
- Radio medical advice if a woman is pregnant
since it

is forbidden to use Co-Trimoxasole

- Chronic Bronchitis
16.3.4 Pne umon i a;
- Diagnosis
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- Ge'^eral treatment
- Specific treatment
- Advice when using Morphine
- Subsequent management
16. 3 5 Pleurisy:
- Pleural effusion
- General treatment
- Radio medical advice

16. A

The circulatory system

16. A. 1 Acute circulato>'y collapse:
- Diagnosis
- Treatment
Radio- medical
16. A. !? Heart

advice

fa i 1 ure :

- Diagnosis
- Treatment
- Radio medica1 advice

16. 5

The Nervous System

16. 5. 1 Unconsciousness:
“ Other causes of unconsciousness apav't from poisons
- Diagnosis
- Treatment
- Gene’-'al treatment
16, 5. 2 Convulsions:
- Treatment
- General treatment
~ Radio medical advice

16.6

The Digestive System:

16.6. 1 Stomach and intestines:
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- Diagnosis
- Pain
- Tneatrnent of pain
16. 6. e Vomiting:
- Treatment of persistent vomiting
16. 6.3 Bleeding
16.6.A Perforation of the cut

16. 7

General toxic hasards

16. 7. 1 Chemical hazards of fire:
- Medical symptoms
- Main toxic chemicals tv'eatment
16. 7. a Hazards of welding:
- "Metal

fum fever"

16., 7. 3 Haza'^ds of explosive chemica.ls
16. 7. 4 Hazards of radioactive materials

16. 8

Emergency treatment*
- Skin contact
- Eye contact
- Inhalation
- Oxygen therapy

16. 9

Medical First Pid Guide for the Use in Accidents
Involving Dangerous Goods

(MFAG);

“ View on the different tables of MFAG
16. 10

The International Medical Guide for Ship

(IMGS):

- Overview of IMGS contents and the proper way to
use it

Texts and references:
- MFfiG
- I MGS
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Handout 5

17 THE ROLF; OF RDMINISTRPTIONg AND COMPETEN't ftUTHORITIES
IN THE CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS

Objectives;
To give the participants information of the role,
ties and duties of the competent authorities.

active-

To enable

them to participate in working groups and conventions
with full

understanding of their duties and role and to

help them to implement any conventions.

Lsc:tj,4rie22.s^___,g_u_a IJfjijoaJb_i o

i_

Master mariner or senior officer from and with eKperience
in administ"ation.

Training aider
Transparenciec5

slides,

handouts,

films.

Course description
17. 1
17. 1

■''he role and duties of the adrninistrat i on:
1 Establishing of national

legislation in accordance

with the inte'-'nat ional recomrnendat ion of the IMDG
Code
:7. 1. £■ Signing,

ratification,

adoption and implementation

of conventions and codes of safe pracitce or
resolutions
17. 1, 3 Appointing of a standing advisory committee
17. 1. 4 Appointing of permanent representatives of
adrninistrations to the IMO
17. 1, 5 Participation in the work of the Modal Transport
Organisat ions
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17.1.6 Rppoint i ng of national

IMO crornrnittoos and working

groups
17.1.7 Establishing of emergency legislatioin

17.S

The role and duties of a competent authority:

17, S. 1 Delegation of duties to a competent authority
17.2.2 Unilateral approval
17.2.3 Bilateral approval
17.2.4 Multilateral approval

17

Dve>'view on section 22 of the General

Introduction

to the IMDG Code
17. 4

The various possibilities and practices of
implementing the IMDG Code

17. 4. 1 Rrnendrnent procedures at national

level

17. 4. 2 Code of sa'f^e practice to be drawn up by the
indust^'i es
17.4.3 Distribution of IMO document at i on

Texts_and references;
“ Section 22 of the IMDG Code
— Handout

la CASE STUDIES

Ob.ject i ves:
To give the participants information about some major
accidents involving dangerous goods.
analyse an accident,

To enable them to

reach a conclusion,

sufficent recommendations for each case.
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and pv'epare

Lect '.i.rers’

qua I i f i cat ions ;

Master mariner,

senior marine accident

investigate-'.

Traininn aids;
Transparencies,

slides,

discussion,

film.

Course description;
18. 1

Presentation of some major accidents involving
dangerous goods:
- The collision of Panamanian bulk carrier M/V
SEPDPNIEL and German container ship M/V
TESTBRNK on July ££',

1980

10. 1. 1 List of dangerous goods onboa>'d M/V TESTBHNK r
-- PETROLEUMMP'^'THP

(flammable liquid)

-■ METPCRESD!.

(poison liquid)

- •^'CP Poison

(poison)

- LPCQUERS

(flammable liquid'

- IRRIGlT'"ED cot tor
18. l.E Procedure of presentation
- Accident
- Injuries to pe'^sons
-- Damage to vessels
- Environmental damage
- Cv'ew 3 nf ov'mat i-on
- Vessel

information

- Waterway information
- Environmental

information

- Tests and research
- Shipping regulation
- Other regulations
10.1.3 Analysis;
- Operation of M/V TESTBANK
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accident:

- Operation of M/V SEODRNIEL
- Positions of the vessels in t^e channel
- Bank effect
- Regulations effecting shipment of hazardous cargo
18. 1. 4 - Discussion between the participants in working

groups
- Discussion with the lecturer
18. 1. 5 Recomrnendat ions and conclusions given by the

participants
18, 1. 8 Conclusions and recornmendat ion as given in the

o'P'^icis]

18. P

'f'c? pov*‘'b

Presentation of the accident on December 31,

1979,

involve’'■g the tug boat SENTNEL towing general
ca"go barges,

the KONP and the PGPTTKU,

due to the

■^ail'.'.re of a towing cable
18. £. 1 List of dangev'ous cargoes involved in the accident:
1-

Chlorine

S.

Mitrocarbonitrate

3.

Corrosive materials

18. £. S Investigation procedure;

- Occident
- Injuries to persons
- Damage to vessels
- Other damage
- Crew information
- Waterway information
- Meteorological

information

- Tests and research
18. a 3 Analysis:

- Loss of the KONA
- Loss of the AGATTU

no

18. E. 4 - Discu'isior: between the part icipante in working
groups
— Discussion with the lecturer
18.2.5 Recommendations and conclusions given by the
participants
18.2.6 Conclusion and recommendation as given in the
official report

18.3

Presentation of the collision of PPNflMR CITY butan
barge with M/V INCR TUPflC YUPRNQU! on August 30,
1979:

18. 3. 1

List of dangc'-'ous materials:
H 'J. t

G?

18. 3.2 I nvest i gat i on p^'ocedure:
“ ficc3 dent
"• Events p^'oce?eding the accident
"■ Injuries to cersons
— D £? rn r G?

C N-' G? r" €T 1

- other damage
- Crew info'-'mat ion
~ Vesse1

information

— Waterway information
— Met erciro logical

i nf orma t i on

“ Wreckage
" Medical and pathological

information

- Fire
- Survival aspects
- Tests and research
- Other information
- Steering system regulations
- Fire contingency plans
- Coast Guard monitoring of liquified gas operations
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- structural

fire protect!or

- Siting of docks on the Mississippi

River

- Pilot - Master relationship on the INCA TUPAC
YUPANQUI
18.3.3 Analysis;
- Steering failure
- Fire contingency plan
- Structural

fire protection

- Coast Guard monitoring of liquified gas operations
18, 3. 4 - Discussion between the pav't ici pants in working
groups
- Discussio''' with the lecturer
18. 3. 5 Recornmendat ions and conclusions given by the
participant s
IS. 3. 6 Conclusion and recornmendat ion as. given in the
official report
18. A

Discussion^

cone3 usion and

ornrnendat ions

Texts and references .r
“ National Transportation Safety Board,

Washington D.C.

2059A
- Marine accident report

19 TRAINING

Ob.iect i ves;
To give the participants information of the training
facilities offered by different countries and the role
of the International Maritime Organisation in training
and education.

To enable them to understand the

importance of training and to

be aware of the intei—

national training facilities available.

11 £

Lsct urers’

g'lal i f icat ioriS ;

Master mariner with a good backgr'ound in training and
education.

Training aids*
Transparencies,

slides,

handouts,

films.

Course description;
19.1

The role of IMO in maritime training and education

19. 1. 1 "^he World Maritime Unive'-'sity
-• Branches of the World Maritime University
19. 1. r‘ View on the 9TCW Convention

(The Internat ional

Convention on the Standards of Training,

Certi'^^i —

cation and Watchkeeping for the Seafarers 1978)
19. 1.3 View on resolution A. 537(13)
19.9

November 17,

1983

On board training:
•“ Ship const "uct ion and equipment
- St ability
- Cargo spaces available
liquids,

gases,

grain,

(packaged,
special

bulk,

solids,

purpose ships)

- Seaman ship
- Fire fighting
— Emergency response
- First aid
- Dangerous goods
tanker,

(specialized courses for bulk,

chemical,

gas carrier,

container ship,

Ro/Ro ship)
- Radio for Medical Advice
19.3

Port tY'aining:
- Hazards and risks of dangerous cargoes
- Comprehension of marking and labels/placards
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“ Personal proteetion
— Eriie'''ge’''oy response
- First aid
- Communication channels
- Contingency plan
- Good housekeeping
19.A

Self study courses;
— The concept of the proposal of self study courses
- Types of courses proposed
- Discussion

Texts and references:
- IMO training programme
- The Internationa!

Convention on Standards of Training

Certification and Watchkeepirg for Seafarers 1970
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(STCW)

PQRT IV

method?

of

EVPLURTING

the

course

OK'D

ASSESSMENT THE KNONLEDGE GAINED BY THE PARTICIPANT

FOLLOW-UP SYSTEM
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INTRODUCTION

Traiyiirig and education are very important aspects for all
modes of transport.

When specifying transport by the

marine mode we find that training and education are vital
elements for improving the safe transport of cargoes at
sea.

IMO has recognized this fact by resoulutions 11 and 13 of
the International Conference on

Standards of Training and

Ce"'t i f icat ion and Watchkeeping -^or Seafarers 1978

(BTCW) .

This is a practical solution of IMO to ensure that the
standards of training- and edu'^ati-cn in sea transportat ion
is homogeneous.

Resolution R,537(13)

sets out all necessary knowledge

required for seafarers in order to enable them to carry,
out their duties in a c'-'oee^' manns'-’'.

In order to ev.aluate and improve the course it
to receive feed—bac!«. on the course structure^
the material and syllabus.

is necessary
as well as

The knowledge gained by the

part 1cipants should also be assessed when evaluating the
course.
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EVflLURTION OF THE COURSE
R quest ionaiv'e at the end of the course,
participants,

answev'ed by the

will be a good method for evaluating the

course.

R Course evaluation
R questionaire could be as follows:

1 GENERRL IMPRESSION OF THE COURSE

a

O'/erall

impression

b

Professional standard of course

Good

Fair

Low

___

___

___

___

___

___

mat eria 1
c

Professional

standard '~'f lecturers

_

__

__

d

Opportunities for discussion

___

___

___

e

Field trips

___

___

___

f

Laboratory facilities

___

___

___

g

Classroom facilities

h

Mix of theory and laboratory/

___

___

___

demonstrations
i

Opportunities for discussion

___

___

j

Course administrat ion

...

...

.. .

k

Standard of audiovisual aids

___

___

___

___

___

___

(films,
1

slides,

etc.)

How well could you follow the
presentations?

e

WHICH TOPICS SHOULD HRVE BEEN GIVEN MORE RTTENTION?
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3

WHICH TOPICS SHOULD HOVE BEEN GIVEN LESS OTTENTION?

A FOR YOUR PERSONOL INTEREST,

WHICH WERE THE MOST USEFUL

TOPICS?

6

DO YOU THINK THAT THE TIME ALLOCATED TO THE PRESENTATION
OF EACH SUBJECT WAS ADEQUATE'?

7

HOW IN YOUR OPINION COULD THE COURSE BE IMPROVED?

B Assessment of the knowledge gained by the participants
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fill topic's,
aged forms

except eecurinn of dartgev'ous carp-D in pack
(14),

participants.

are compulsory for all categories of

No 14 is optional for all categories except

for master mar'iners and seafarers.

fi diploma will be issued to participants having passed
the examination.

Option No 14 will

be included in the

examini at ion for seafarers only.

The examination form recommended for this course should
contain sujbective questions as well as objective quest
ions

(multipie-choice questions).

_the subjective questions;
1

EXPLfilN THE RELfiTIONBHIP BETWEEN THE 1974 50LRE '
COVENTION fiND THE IMDG CODE.

2

STfiTE THE NECESBfiRY DOCUMENTRTION REQUIRED FOR fi SHIP
CfiRRYING DfiNGEROUS GOODS IN PfiCKfiGED FORM fiCCORDING
TO THE IMDG CODE.

3

EXPLfilN WHY BfiD MfiNGfiGEMENT IN SHIPPING CDMPfiNIES
COULD RESULT IN UNSAFE CARRIAGE OF DfiNGEROUS GOODS.
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4

LIST AND IDENTIFY THE CLASSES OF DANGEROUS GOODS AS
MENTIONED IN THE IMDG CODE.

Samples of the objective quest ioyis in a form of multiplechoipe examination.
1

THE 1974 SOLAS CONVENTION REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE
CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS APPLY TO:
a

All ships and passenger ships when engaged on any
voyage?

b

All ships, and pasjsengen ships of 500 tons gross
tonnage or more when engaged on an internetional
voyage?

c

Al.!

ships, and passenge'-' ships when engaged on an

internat iona 1 voyage'’
d
£

All of the above?

IN THE IMDG CODE,

THE FOLLOWING CLASSES OF DANGEROUS

GOODS ARE SUBDIVIDED:
(identify by X)
a

Class 1

Class S

Class 3

Class 7

Class Q

Class 9

Class

ISO

Class 5

Class G

C FnlTow-uc svsteri-:

The academies or the organizatiors running the course
should establish a follow-up system.

The follow-up system can be summarized as follows:
1

Annually questionaire should be sent to the participants
graduated from the course in order to identify their
output

in their jobs and at the same time find out what

py'actical
S

problems still

face them.

The quest ionaire should be analysn>d and suggestions
given by the participants considered.

Changes in the

co'’.rse found to be necessary s'-'ould be done in o'-der
to achieve the practical needs o-^ the personnel
involved in the carriage of dangerous goods.
3

To participate in internat iona]

conferences/serninav's

concerning the carriage of dangerous goods.
A

To be in close contact with any Standing Advisory
Committees of their country.

5

To keep in contact with the industry.

6

To' analyse any accident
then,

e

if found relevant,

involving dangev'ou.s goods and
include it

Updating of the course material
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in the case studies.

ard syllabus..

PORT V
pci\irpoi_

PUIDFLIMEF '^OR LFC^URERS

BENEROL GUIDELINES FOR i Fpri IPFPc;
1

The lecturer's must have a full

understanding of the

objectives of the topics beeing taught by them.
2

The presentation of lessons should attempt to create
situations where the participants are involved in
interactive participat ion during teaching/learning
process.

3

When conveying information the media of dictation and
note-taking should be limited,

4

The use of case studies should be introduced.

5

Prior to the presentation of practical demonstrations
and laboratory experiments it shoul'd be ensured that
all necessary equipment

is available and

in good

working condition.
S

Lecturers should bear in mind that a disc.'.ssion d'.irinn
a lecture is a good means of evaluating the teaching/
learning process,

7

The learning process should aim at

including the

acquisition and development of the skills necessary to
the tasks that the participants are expected to perform.
B

The maximum use of audio—visual aids is recommended.
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REFERENCES OND TEXTS
R1

The Iritemat ional Cor:verit 3 on fon the Safety of Life at
Sea

R2

(SOLOS)

and any protocols thereto.

The International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships

R3

(MORPOL)

and any protocols thereto.

The International Maritime Dangerous Goods

(IMDG)

Code

and any amendments thereto.
R4

The Brochure of Labels.

R5

The Medical First Oid Guide

(MFRG)

for Use in Accidents

involving Dangerous Goods and any supplement thereto.
RG

The Emergency Proceduv'es for Ships

(EmS)

CaY‘'rying

Dangerous Goods — Group Emergency Schedules and any
supplement thereto.
R7

The Code of Safe Practice for Solid Bulk Cargoes
(PC Code)

R8

and any supplement thereto.

The IMO/ILO Guidelines fc" Packing of Cargo> in Freight
Containers or Vehicles and any supplement thereto.

R9

T*^e Recommendat i ons o''' the Safe Transport,

Handling and

Storage of Dangerous Substances in Port Areas and any
supplement thereto.
RIO The ILO/IMO Document fo'r Guidance and any supplement
thereto.
Rll

IMO Assembly resolution A.81(IV)

- Approval of the

International Maritime Dangerous Goods
R12 IMO Assembly resolution A.434(XI)

(IMDG)

Code.

- Code of Safe

Practice for Solid Bulk Cargoes.
R13 IMD Assembly resolution A.437(XI)

- Training of Crews

in Fire-Fighting and any amendments thereto.
R14

IMO Assembly resolution A.573(13)

- Training of

Officers and Ratings responsible for Cargo Handling on
Ships Carrying Dangerous and Hazardous Substances in
Solid Form in Bulk or in Packaged Form.
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R15 IMO MSC/Cii-'c.

360 — Guidelrnes for reporting incidents

involving dangerous goods in packaged form.
R16 New cargoi handling techniques implementat ions for port
employment and skills by ft.D.

Couper.

R17 Port management textbook containerination by the
Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics,
Borsenhof ft,
Editor Dr.

ftm Dom 5a D-2800 Bremen,

Hans Ludwig Beth.

LIST OF FILMS
F?

Dangerous Goods at Sea,

p-n't

I

(£‘0 '■•■'in).

F£

Dange^'ous Goods at Sea,

part

II

F3

Movement of Dangerous Goods by any mode 'Of transport,

(£0 min).

(10 min),
F4

Movement of Dange'-'ous Goods by sea,

(7 min) .

F5

Fighting Pol 1 ut i

F6

Use of Compressed fti'^' Breathing ftpparatus,

F"^

Enclosed Space’s.

(GO miv-m

F8

Fire Prevention,

(19 mirO.

F9

Boona,

(?5 min).
(11 min).

(SO min) ,

F10 Fire Chem i st ry,

(30 rn in).

Fll RoRc Safety and Cargo Ope'-'ation,
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part

I

(25 min).

LIST OF ftNNEXES

Page No
Annex

1

Classification 1956 Report of the Committee

8

of experts on the Carriage of Dangerous Goods
£l

Declaration form according to 1956 Report of

11

the Committee of Experts on the Carriage of
Dangerous Goods
Form of the Summary of Dangerous Goods Shipment i£9
4

Container check certificate

3U

Follow chart of shipping company management

31

system for the carriage of dangerous goods

e

iSMbaa

Nane and ad d ress

o f c o n s ig n o r

Bcacqjle of Forvardiag/ailppiqg Ooouaent

FINAL SUMMARY
DANGEROUS GOODS

Annex III

DANG. GOODS
DEPARTMENT

PAGE:
OF

TO;
TO:

DATE/TIME:

TO:

VESSEL/VOYAGE:

TO:

LOADING PORT:

CTR. OPERATOR
PORT OF DISCH.
REF. NUMBER

CONTAINER
NUMBER

CONTAINER
IMDG-CODE
TYPE
CLASS/UN-NO. SOL.
ADD. LABEL 1 LIQ.
SIZE

INFL.
VAP.

PROPER SHIPPING NAME
OR SPECIAL STOWAGE.
SEGREGATION

O.D. U.D. CTR,
WT.

f
■

•

PLEASE STATE STOWAGE POSITIONS OF REEFERS AS WEU. AS SHIFTED CONTAINERS!

STOWAGE

■ ^

i

Flash
Point

Remarks

j

1

1
1
11

<i
i
1i
i
»

a

1
1I

M
M
M

M

i
i

11
1

1

H

i

H

X

1
1

i

■
i

!

j

1

X
M

1
i
1

1
1
1
1
j

X

i
1
1
!
t
!

i
1

i

i

,
j

11
i
1
i
1
1i
11
1
1
1

.

1

X

goods cva.amen!

Class

Stowage

DANGEROUS G O O DS
DEPARTMENT

!

1

11
i
1
1
1

jer»(K

Container
Size

IMOG-

------------

1

Voyage:

<'
.
3

j

{

(

r

%

Reference No.

,

Operator

<*
w.
1

Seq.
No.

!

Copy:

c

To:

o

LIST OF DANGEROUS GOODS CONTAINERS

1
i

j

!
i

1
1

____ ^^^____

i

t
1j

—I.,....

1

2X-I
i

X

cmJ

1
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DfiNGEROUB GOODS BOOKING PROCEDURE

